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HEARINGS ON REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT OF 1963

Part 10: Vocational Education Data System
4

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 10, 1981

HOUSE 'OAF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMEN-
TARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION, COM-
MITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C..
The subcommittee met, pursuant to at-930 a.m., in room2-175,-Rayburn-House Offic Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkinsithair-

. man of the subcommittee) pr ing.
Members present: Represen dyes/Perkins, Craig, 'and Erdahl.Staff present: ,John F. Je !rigs, counsel; and Nancy L. Kober,spetialist.
Chairman PERKINS. The( Stibcoinmittee on Elementary, Second-

ary, and Vocational Education is continuing hearings today on thereauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.
This morning me will be focusing on the vocational, educationdata system, known as VEDS.
The Education Amendnients of 1976 mandated the developmentand operation of a national Vocational Education Data System.The Secretary of Education and the Administrator of the NationalCenter for Education Statistics were-jointly charged with the re-..sponsibility for developing this system.
The law specifies that this system shall include information onstudents, programs, program completers and leavers, staff, facili-ties, and expenditures.
In mandating thissystem Congress was responding td a lack ofadequate data to judge program effectiveness and to make- impor-tant decisions about future directions.

.Through the testimony today we hope to gainisin und erstandingof how this system)was developed, what typed of information it iscurrently providing, and problems encountered in its development
and operation. We would aldo like to know the cost, in dollars andperson-hours, of generating this data, as well as any recommenda-tions the witnesses may have for improving Federal vocational
data collection. . I

believe our'objective ought to, e to reduce the data collection tothe absolute minimum while securing enough data to hold adminis-trators accountable for the use of public funds, .
Without objection, I ain going to put these witnesses on all atonce: Dr. Senese, Assistant Secretary, Office of Educational Re-

(1)
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search and Improvement, U.S. Department of Education, accompa-
nied by Dr. Robert Morgan, Director, Vocational Systems Section,
System Mign and Analysis Brandi, U.S. Department of Educa-
tion; Mr Donald F. Averill, vice chancellor for vocational education
and planning, Coast COmmunity College District, Calif- and chair-
man, California Community and Junior College Association; and
Dr. James Lee Harris, representing the American Vocational Asso-
ciation.

I am delighted to welcome all you gentlemen here this morning,
and we will hear'from Dr. Senese first.

Identify yourselves, all of you, for the record.
1

STATEMENT OF DONALD SENESE, ASSISTANT SECRETAR ,
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROVEMENT, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF,EDUCATION

. Dr. SENESE. Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee.'
I am pleased to provide testimony on the development and oper-

ation of the- national Vocational Education Data Systems [NEDS],
operated by one of the components in my office, the National
Center for Education Statistics [NCFIS]. I am accompanied by Dr.
Frank Cor4igan, Director Of the Division of Postsec-ondary Educa-
tion Statistics and Dr. Robert L. Morgan, VEDS Section, Chief of
NCES.

In addition I would like to subfait a more extensive treatment of
several of your questions under separate cover, prepared by NCES.

I would like to talk just very briefly on the history of VEDS. The
cyeation of VEDS' was Mandated in Public Law 94-482, section
1-61(a), as part of the- Education Amendments; of 1976. The law
called (or NCES to develop, implement:-and operate a national vo-
cational education data system..

ific questions to be answered by the VocationalEduca-
tionht:nysterri were:

Who is being served in-vocational education programs?
What, are they being served?
What is Bing accomplished? and
What is the cost? ,
Under this broadly defined congressional mandate NCES devel-

oped a comprehensive and complex system to Allay vocational edu-
cation irrthe 50 States, the District of Columbia, and thYee outlying
areas on an annual basis.

In - developing the VEDS system, NCES consulted extensively
with other Federal agencies, State agencies, postsecondary institu-
tions, professiimal associations, and other interested groups. '

IThe first years of reporting was 1978-79. The third year, 1980-81
collection is being reported to NCES this month. `

The primary purpose of VEDS is to provide a national reporting--
and- accountability system to generate 'uniform data from the
States to support the decisionmaking activities of Congress with re-
spect to the establishment of vocational education policies.

As far as the information cwrently contained in VEDS section
161(a) specifies that REDS is to provide inforfnation on vocational:
first, students, including their race and sex; second, programs;,

f
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third, program completers and leavers; fourth, staff; fifth, facilities;and sixth, expenditures.
VEDS currently contains information elements representing

each of these areas except facilities. It was found that data on facil-
ities ate very stable, and that a recent study could meet the VEDS
requirement for some time to come.

Section 161(a) also specifies that program evaluations to be con-
ducted by the States under section 112(b) are to be contained in the
VEDS system. Thus VEDS contains information concerning the
extent to which program- completers and leavers find employment
in occupations related to their training.

There are departmental vocational education data collections
other than VEDS. In recent years the Office of Civil Rights, the
Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation, the National Institute
of Education, the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation
Services, and the Office of Vocational and Adult Education [OyAE]
all have undertaken or maintained major collections of vocational
education data. VEDS, however, was specifically designed to be the
prime source of vocational education data, largely subsuming these
other collections.

NCES ,a1so conducts thret major_r. related --The -surVer of
noncollegiate postsecondary education, the higher education gener-
al infophation survey or HEGIS, and the national longitudinal
studies.

The first, the 'survey of noncollegiate postsecondary education,
___-pr-atrides information on degrees for a category of postsecondary in-

stitutions that are generally not included in the State vocational
education plan. These data then can be merged with VEDS' State
plan coverage.

The second studyHEGISdeals largely with a population of
schools for which there is a considerable overlap with the VEDS
population.

The third, the national longitudinal studies, provides outcomedata for a limited subset of students which can enrich the VEDS
%followtp findings.

Particularly with regard to HEGIS, NCES acknowledges thatthere is a degree of duplication in these studies. However, NCES. is
developing a new unified-system for school years 1982-83 which
will simplify and consolidate HEGIS and VEDS reporting.'

As far as the cost and burden of VEDS to the States it must be
said at the outset that the data on this subject are relatively soft.

NCES has conducted a pilot study with eight States in an effort
to develop a methodology for estimating cost and burden. This
study provided results of only limited applicability to other States,
but these estimates are the only ones available.

The total national' estimated costs were as ollows: Start-up costs,
over an average 3-year start-up period, $10 to $35 million; anhualoperating costs, $45 to $55 million; and annual person time, 1,000'to 1,300 persori-yearsincluding estimates of local school district,
institutional, and individual time.

In evaluating these costs two factors should be taken into- ac-count.
First, one of the most. difficult problems was that of attributing

particular costs of VEDS when facilities and personnel were shared

v.
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with other operations. Data collected during the study suggested.
,)` that dome States tended to overattribute costs to VEDS.

Second, as individual States mature in their data collection and
processing capabilities, operating costs may be reduced.

As far as the Federal costs to establish and operate the VEDS
program, costs incurred by NCES in the development and estab-
lishment of VEDS for the period from October 1976 through the
end of fiscal year 1981 total approximately $3.5 million, with an ad-
ditional $1.5 million spent for salaries. Half of the $3.5 million has
been given directly to the States in the fprm of competitive capac-
ity building grants.

VEDS represents a major effort by the Congress to insure more
comprehensive, accurate, and reliable data-about an area of.Ameri-
can education which receives significant financial support from
both the State and local levels.

VEDS, however, has encountered a variety of problems during its
development, implementation, and operation. These problems have
compelled the Department of Education to take a serious look. at
the VEDS system.

,...__ The first class of problems which were encounthred_dpring the
-developmental period concerned establishing th'e scope of the
system. What institutions and programs could and should be stud-
ied? h

NCES used the legislative mandate as the guiding framework.
Only data which N,CES decided could be reported by the States
with reasonable accuracy would be included. In addit n, the cur-
rent system contains limited target group data beyond t at directly

.,,mandated by the law.
A continuing controversy exists regarding the inclusion of non-

State plan institutions in the VEDS dSta collection effort.
A second, definitional problems.
For the purpose of deGeloping VEDS,At was necessary to reach

agreement as to the technical meaning of many vocational educa-
tion, terms. NCES, in cooperation with the States has attempted to
clear up many of the misunderstandings concerning definition of
terms. .

However, 'problems still do exist in this area. For example, terms
such as disadvantaged, limited English proficiency, handicapped,
and related placement have been defined differently by various
States, leading to data collection problems and incorrect data re-
porting. ,

. .

NCES is continuing to work with the States on remaining defini-
tional problems, although solutions are not apparent in all cases.

A third aspect: Cost and burden faced by the States. s. ,

The issue of cost and burden has been a major complaint about
VEDS. Many States argue that to fulfill all the VEDS data require-
ments puts a heavy drain on their budgets, particularly in a time
of fi,qtal austerity. .

NCES has been sensitive tothese concerns. Through capacity
grants to Stets, a reduction in data elements, and training and
technical assistance, NCES has tried fo alleviate the burden. Hovi-
ever costs and burden remain a major concern to all the respond-
ents as well as to the Depaitment.

Fourth. Respondent problems.
e
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It was recognised early that for a variety of reasons some States
literally could not come into full compliance with the legal man-date, primarily due to lack of sophistication of their existing datasystems.

Working with the Office of the General Counsel, NCES developed
regulations formalizing the concept of substantial compliance with
the, mandate, whqrein these States could supply substantial
amounts ofl,the recalited data along with remediation plans show-ing how they would come into full compliance within a reasonableperiod o time.

Were t not for the creation of the substantial compliance catego-
ry roug Y two-thirds of the respondents would have had vocational
education unds withheld in school year 1978-79.

And fifth, administrative problems.
There have been internal administration and data processing

problems in NCES. These included forms design ,and the time'4 period from data collection to publication.
1 would like to comment on data collection plans for the schoolyear 1981-81
Now that 2 years of data have been collected NiCkS has begun anincIepth review of VEDS.-
In order to reduce the targe cost and burden of VEDS while ad-

hering to the congressional mandate, NCES has recently worked
with OVAE and the Office of the General Counsel,'as well as myown office, to curtail the VEDS collection sharply for the next datacollection year, school year 1981-82.

In order to do this NCES plans to suspend. several areas of the
data collection which have been most burdensome to the States orleast reliable in the data base. The States were notified of thesechanges by letter on November 3.

The suspensions are as follows:
One. Suspend the collection of teacher/staff data: These data arestable due to the lack of staff changes from year to year.
Second. Suspend the collection of employerAll6wup data: Thesedata also- change very little from year to year.
Third. Suspend the collection of program leaver and folkowup

data:. These data also exhibit a low return rate and are expensive.
Fourth. Subend the collection of certain enrollment -and financedata: Definitional problems in the special needs areas make collec-tion of this enrollment data difficult; some finance data which wasdifficult to collect was suspended.
We estimate these changes, this corn-in-I.-Tear, will reduce theman-hours approximately 48 percent, from 198,000 hours to about.

102,000, hotirs annually.
Thar% you.
[Material submitted by Dr. Senese follows:]

90-876 0 -82 - -2 ,*

."1
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SupplementarysInformation frbm NCES

This information is intended to supplement the testimony presented on the

development and operation of the Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)

presented by Donald J. Senese, Assistadt Secretary for Educational Research
.

and Improvement, Dr. Frank Corrigan, Acting Assistant Administrator, Division

of Postsesendary and Vocational Education Statistics, and Robert L. !{organ,

Director, Vocational Education Data System, National Center for Education

Statistics, be ?ore the Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary aneVocatlonal

Education of the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representa-

tives. Specifically, this paper provides (a) a chronological history of the

development of VEDS, and (b) a description of the types of data collected

y-VED-S

As authorizet by P.L. 94-482, the primary purpose of the Vdcatil Education '

Data System (VEDS) is to provide a national reporting system to generate

uniform data from the States bo support the decision-making activities of. T

Congress with respect to the establishment of vocational education policies.

n
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I

HISTgAICAL BACKCROUND_,

On October 1?, 1976, the Education Amendments of 1976 became law. House Report*

94 -1085 and the House Hearings on HR794-19 constitute the. legislative history

upon which the developmentlphe data system is based. Volume I of these

hearings presented the full report of the CAOstudy of vocational education

completed the previous year. The CAO report criticized the Administration for

'failure to require sufficient data to monitor State planning and State expendi-

tures of Federal funds. Among 4reconcerns expressed, it was concluded that

better labor market data were needed, that improved follow-up dat'S were needed,
X

and that data were needed on both race and sex of program participants and

completers. Throughout the hearings', numerous references were made to the lack

of appropriate and comparable data across Stat;eon Vocational Education.

The specific questions to be answered by the vocational education data system

according to the legislative history are: "Who is being served in vocational

education programs,' What are they being served' What is being accomplished?

And what is the cost?"

Section 161(0 of P.L. 94-482 required that "the Commissioner althe

Administrator of the National Center for Education Statistics jointly develop
; 'A

information elements and uniform definitions for a natidnal vocational education

data reporting and accounting system. This system shall include information
6

resulting from the evaluations required to be conducetby 112(b) . . . and other

information on vocational A) Students, .B) Programs, C) Program completers and

leavers, D) Staff, E) Facilities, and F) Expenditures." Congress required tptt

the,system be compatible with the Occupation Information System (Section 161(b))

and with the Comprehensive employment and Training Act data system. Congress "
6. .

ti

,

1
1

1 1.
1
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1

.



also required that any State receiving Federal assistance supply'information

requiied by the Administrator and comply iR its reports with the inforbation

elements and definitions prescribed.

Based on the legislative history, NCES and Bureau of Occupational and Adult

Education (BOAE) staff me; to begin the development of information elements

and uniform definitions to be utilized in reporting.on vocational education.

On October 19, 1976, a central planning committee was foemed, to set strategies

and to determine resource needs: Both Ncgs and BOAE began to identify potential

user groups and collection overlaps with existing surveys.

. The central planning committee Met and *greed that four task forces should be

formed to develop specific positions of topics of concern. These were:

A) System Design, B) Completer/Leavei and Employer Followup, C) Definitions,

and D) By.ingual Education. Each task force met in December with a broad ,

representation of Federal and State interests represented. Position papers

. were prepared and reviewed by NCES and B AE staff. Because of the high degree

of overlap, the task forces were combi

el

On January 12-14, 1977. over,50 Federal and State agency representatives met in -

general session. At thisomeeting there was extensige State involvement and many r,

special interests were identified. 'For example, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR)

expressed interest inStaff Ricial/Ethnic by sex,data at the sixdigit... program.

level of specificity. BOAE expressed interest in student Bata at the same level

pt specificity. OMB expressed interest in careful; examination of other data

eourceato assure that no data being collected were_redundant and that all

relevani sources were utilized, as well ks concern that tie facilities tTa De

4
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refined or culled.. Several groups, both State and Fedral; expressed interest

in assuring that special target groups (e.g. handicapped) be identified by

. ,:both the handicapping condition and vocational education services provided.

ManyStates'expresAd interest' in assuring that the dai system have capacity

for fulfilling evaluation and accountability requirements under P.L. 94-482.

The'Department of Labor expressed a need for high quality supply data from

the vocational education sector-to fulfill the Nay,onal Occupation Information

Coofdinating Commi;tee's (NOICC%s) requirement for supply estimations. There

was concern about just what information mustie gathered by "labor market

area," as well as the definition of that term.

Timing and interfetesliith other data systems were discussed. States clearly

indicated that considerable lead time was needed to establish a, reliable,

accurate system. States expressed concern about interface. between Section 437*

General Education Provisions.Act (GEPA) and P.L. 94-142 (Special education)

data systems. The issue of whether or not adult enrollments, were to be

sepaiately accounted for and how consumed a large amount of time.

The linkage tittween program data and occupational data was discussed. Problems

related to Handbook VI Standard Tereinology for Curricd4um and Instruction In

Local and State School Systems and REGIS Taxonomies Of Instructional Programs

when applied to manpower planning were cited. ,Finally, another recurring ques-

tion emerged, the sampling unit and reporting unit for thf Feleral reporting.

The group was about evenly divided among those who felt that the vocational

data system should collect data by 1) eligible recipient, 2) labor market area,

anA 3) State aggregate. At this point the concept of reporting versut record

*Now referred to as Section 406(a)

Alb
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keeping emerged. That is, data at the local level would need to be somewhat

more specific than that submitted to the Federal level in order to assere

accurate Sub-State labor supply information. The January meeting identified'

most of the major issues that were to be addressed in the development of the

vocational data system. Also, this meeting reinforced the importance of'State

input in all developmental activities.

Due to the large qumber of questions concerning Congressional intent, a meeting

was held-be444aen Congressional Committee counsels and NCES staff. One proposi-

tion advanced by the counsels was that all public vocational education should

be included in'the State Plan and that the notion of two distinct universes"

State'Plan versus all vocational education, was not the Congress' intent. Rather

it was noted that the Congress intended that all publicly supported vocatiopal

education should be covered by the State Plan.

r

As a result of the meeting between Congressional and Department staff,

Mr. Perkins, chairman of the authorization committee, sent a letter to the

Administrator of NCES.that granted a one-year delay in implementing the VEDS

data collection activity and enumerated three conditkonsgOursuant to the granting

of that extension. These were: 1) full implementation by FY-79, 2) that the extra

year be utilized in systems design, act 3) that every effort be made to interface

Qa
with the CETA data system to achieve a "hand in glove" fit.

A review of other Federal agency collections was conducted. Bureau of Education

for the Handicapped (BEH) and NCES stUff,met to determine the interfaces

between P.L. 47.=142 and P.L. 94-482. It was agreed, fOr example, that VEDS

would collect the data required for monitoring P.L 94-142 and that handicapped

status would be based on Individual Education PlansIEP's) at the elementary

1

J
\
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and secondary levels. NCES and Veterans Administration staff met to determine

if data collection of student follow -up information could be coordinated. At

that time, after a series of meetings it was believed that far too many

differences existed in the two laws to permit a common collection.

Meetings were held between CETA staff and NCES staff to determine the degree of

consistency between the two data bases. Numerous differences were, identified,

especially in the recordkeepiniand financial accounting areas. Even greater

differences were seen An definitions in law. The primary reason for the

differences was the high level of emphasis placed on public service employmellt
0

by CET6 and emphasis' placed off occupational preparation by vocational education.

NCES, BOAE, and Office of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation staff met to discuss

the overlap among SeCtion 437'o GEPA; Section 108 and 161(a) of P.L. 94-482.

Careful examination Of the trovisions of each mandate Clearly inditated that

overlap was inherent in the legislation and that there was no legal basis for

not collecting the data specified in each of these sections. It was agrped

that every effort would be made to avoid duplication, bux that legislative

intervention would be necessary to clarify the roles of each unit with respect

to these collection efforts. Finally, several internal NCES meetings were held

Iron
financial reporting: enrollment reporting, and staff reporting, and every

effort was made to assure compatibility among survey terminology althOugh

this was nqt always technically feasible.

In March, two.series of meetings began. The VEDS planning task force was

formed and began meeting on March 4, 1977 on a weekly basis until May 25, 1978.

The pdrpose of this task force was to develop uniform definitions for required

(



data elements and to resolve issues between agencies on reporting requirements

and record keeping requirements. Several staff from the National Center for !,

Education Statistics (LACES), Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education/

Associate Commissioner for Occupational Planning (BOAE/ACOP), Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Edudation/Office of Planning (BOAE/OP), Bureau of

Occupational and Adult Education/Division of Vocational and Technical Education

(BOAE/DVTE), Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation (OPBE), Bureau of

Education for the Handicapped (BEH), Office for Civil Rights (OCR), National.

Occupation Information Coordinating COmmittee (NOICC), Department of Labor/

4114Employment Training Administration (DOL/ETA) and National Institute for

Education (HIE), participated in the meetings.

On March 15, 1977, the first of a protracted series of Committee on Evaluation

and Information Systems (CEIS a committee of the Counc of Chief State

School Officers) vocational task force meetings began. This series of meetings

focused on the data requirements of P.E. 94-482 in terms of both data burden

and the ability of States to provide accurlate, reliable data. This group

provided input on 1) other related collections; 2) current collection practices

in States; 3) conceptual input on systAtA design; and 4) State concerns about

data burden.

A feasibility study was recommended in selected States to test'the capacity

of States to obtain reliable, accurst, data for local education agencies and

postsecondary institutions using the applicable data elements and definitions.

Also, this study could provide empbtical information on the costs of data

acquisition both in terms Of manpower aluNollars. The remainder of the spring

and summer was spent in developing and tefining definitions and reporting

1 .1
4. O ra
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forms to be tested in the feasibility
studies incorporating input.

During June and July 1977, the rather complex
Federal forms clearance process

for the feasibility study began. During August and Serttember feasibility

.study contracts were let. The'selection of States to participate in the4
feasibility study was based in part on ah attempt to represent the range of

reporting ahilitiesf The feasibility study was separated into three components.

They were Educational Process; Educational Impact; and Educational Finance.

t Within each component being tested,
one Statewis selected that, at least. in

1St
theory, had current capacity to provide required date, one State which presently

reported inability to provide such data and one State which 'had innovative

solutions to data collection which were not fully,implemented.

The participating States by component were Colorado, Illinois and Texas -

the educakinnoprocess component; Colorado, Minnesota and Pennsylvania - the

education impact component; and Califosnia; Oklahoma and Utah the educational

finance component.' Wisconsin conducted the study"-using all three components

at State expense: 1, .

'4*\.4

P.
Even though the feasibility study's scope of work was very detaired,

operational questions raised by the participating States made it clear that

inter-State coordination was essential if compatible results were t

'achieved. For that reason, a series of meetings were held to assure coord-

ination. It was apparent that many operational definitions and decisions

were necessary to actually implement the data collection at the Malevel.

Over a period of three months with form was restructured and refined.

,)

iR
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On reviewing the results of the feasibility study, the States 14commended

that only data that closely approximated the BOA! collection, whLh was to

be supplante4 by VEDS, be requested for 1978-79 and that NCES develop the

forms frthe collection such that data for 1979-86 be made voluntary. By

aeproaching the problem in th&s manner, it was contended tfiat States would

. not be forced to report inaccurate data and that States could provide substan-

tive reasons for not providing voluntary data thereby identifying areas where

technical assistance is needed. Based on these findings NCES staff once

again revised the forms.

The first public meeting on the,revised forms was held in Washington, D.C.,

May,978 at the State Directors (4 Vocational Education conference. The

primary concern of this group was the funding for ilpleMentation rather than

the data 121: se.

The second public meeting produc ore technical comyCirkc This occurred

at the American -Vocational Information Association (AVIA), May 23-25, 1978,

in Oklahoma City. Forty-one States were represented at the meeting with

over 100 participants. Most of the p eople in attendance were directly p

involved with the actual data collection w;thin the States. The recurring,

concern of the meeting was how data c ould be obtained on the public sector

of Vocational Education not oovered'by the State Plan. It was the opinion

of almost all States in attendarice that*the data, other than State data,

could be obtained on vocational programs covered by the State Plan, but it

was \he clear consensus of the grou7p that/the vocational Educatirft Agencies

could not provide even accurate estimates of data,not covered by the State

I*
Plan.

8
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It should be noted thatimost
States had some segment of public vocational

education ncksovered by the State Plan. States recommended that NCES con-

duct a separate study to determine for each State that sector not covered

by the State Plan, and that
other collection procedures be developed to

collect that data. There were concerns about the status of the facilities

report and evaluations required'by
Section 112(b)(1)(a) of P.L. 94-482, both

of which are postponed indefinitely.

The Staff form, hOwever, was the most serious concern in terms of the technical

abilities of States to provide accurate data. Full-time Equivalent (FTE)

calculations were not standardized in terms of the denominator. The participat-

ing States wanted clear standardization of the computatio'ns such that standard

data would be available. They ended that 500 contact hours be adopted,

for postsecondary institutions
and 1000 contact hours be utilized for the

secondary level as standard denominatoes in FTE calculations. A few States

questioned the need for six-digit
precision in Staff data for FTE.

,o,
Other concerns were: .1) that the variable secondary grade level definition

for program enrollment be standardized
to grades 11 'and 12 for at A; 2) that

Consumer and Homemaking be divided
into six-digit Handbook VI categories; and

A3) special needs definitions
be further refined.' As a result of this-meeting,

.1: 4all forms were revised by NCES staff.

NCES: as part of
the technical assistance to States, began a series of four

5-day regional workshops beginning in October 1978. Both lecture and demonstra-

tion were utilized to
assure that personnel from each State fully understood

the repotting requirements of the data system.
'

a
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As a result of this workshop, it became quite clear that the ipplementation

of VEDS required not merely a modification of'existing data collection systems,

but in most States i total dfvelopment effort starting from "ground zero."

Mori specifically, many States' representatives freely admitted that they had

been providing at best, estimated data on unduplicated counts of arolk,pnt

and completers, subject* data on follow-up outcomes, and crude estimates of

Staff assignments. Without doubt, the financial area as the least developed

of the current data components. Accounting for funds by legislative purpose

revenue was beyond the capacity of most States, for non-Federal funds.
1

Further, it was found that the within-State governance structures` were much

more important in establishing a uniform reporting.structure than previously

thought. In States that had strong centralized governance structures, the

implementation was straightforward. However, in.States where some vocational

education activities were delegated to agencies not directly reporting to the

State Board for Vocational Education (e.g. community colleges or secondary

education), the integration of the data requirements generated far greater

difficulty. In many States, interagency communication wachot very effective

as evidenced by
11
the fact that many partic &pants hid never seen the VEDS forms

0'
prior to the workshops.

Beginning in March 1979, Presidents of junior and community colleges initiated

a major effort to impact they VEDS requirements for 1978-79. Among the problems

identified wera: staff FTE calculation; identification of leavers; identifica-

tion of persons who completer at least 50% of their programs; cost/benefit, of

participation in the Federal program; Veterans Administration requirements for

student follow-up; financial accounting; and postsecondary program definition.

4
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A series of meetings were held
to discuss these and other issues with represen-

tatives of the postsecondary sector beginning in May of 1979. These meetings '

led to a restructuring of
he VEDS data collection for 1979-80 and forward into

1) elementary-secondary; 2) postsecondary
regionally accredited institutions;

3) postsecondary institutions,not
regionally accredited (State-approved); and

4) postsecondary vocational offAlngs
in elementary-secondary institutional.

settings (Other postsecondary).

Host of the postsecondary institutions
contended that data normally flowed in

these four streams and that the quality of the data would in fact be impioved

if each State submitted data in this format.

Responses to some of the issues raised by the postsecondary community led.

NCES to conclude that staff FTE by assignment had so many technical flaws

that it should not be utilized at any-level. Overlap between Veterans Admin-.-k 5

istration and VEDS data collections
was cited, but had been mainly resolved.

Financial accounting problems were partially solved through legislative action.

The postsecondary/adult program definition was no longer a major concern

because of the change made in the level definitions. Perhaps the largest 'gain

from the interaction with the representatives of postsecondary institutions

surfacing the overlap between VEDS and the REGIS earned degree reporting.

This has been addressed and will be finally soled in 1982-83 reptiting.

war

ecTh CEIS Vocational Educa,tion Task Forcer as a result of the Spring 1979 meeting,

began to develop a position paper on VEDS. Implicitly this paper endorsed the

1978-79 collection methodology and the notion of a centralized data systeM °

4 i similar to VEDS housed in NCES. This paper specifically identified issued and

problems remaining Wfkh the proposed 1979-80 VEDS instruments and techniques.

!).
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At thiSan Antonio annual meeting of CEIS, October 22-25, 1979. NCES presented

4. ,.
its position in response to the CEIS paper to the Vocational Educstipn task

`,

forte. All parties recognized that NCES had met the great majonity of CEIS

exppssed concerns in the positioii paper. Even those persons who spoke against

'I

recommending VEDS noted that NCES had been very re

k
onsive toeCCSSO' task force.

Nowever,SEAs clai5gthat VEDS set a precedent for student unit accounting
k
which could At be endorsed. Those speakineon behalf of recommending VEDS

0 -

noted'burden reduction in other collections2replacement pf othereAveys and

,

unifork.dara definitions as reasons for support.
4

Thus for the 1979-80 school year the postsecondary collection was placed in so- .

r 4
called "streams" or separate categories and numerous minor changes were made

based on issues raised by the postsecondary community.e In addition, a few minor
0

changes were made in tie secondary sector. Modified forms incorporating these
. 4

changes were submitted 4 FEDAC with a request for a three-year clearance in
r

order to assure system stability over time.. In keeping with this clearance,

the 1980 -81 data collection employedirs essentially identical to those used
*

in 1979-80.

.

With respect to developments in progress for the currpn report g year

(1981 -82), the reporting requirements for VEDS have been Ca
/

based on data submitted by the States in the first two yeareofithe swem.
.

regieted
-..

' * . "
Sd'veral required information items haye produced extremely soft data, and have

been unduly burdensome to States as well. Seyeral Meetings have been held with
^ -

CEIS and with the Postsecondary Task Forces to determine how best to apptoach

problems that have been revealed in three areas: special needs; leaver. .

, .,...
follow-up; and employer follow-up.

111, .
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As a result of this work,

certain items 'would be in

s

Between January, 1981 and

k

it has been-suggested that a temporary suspension of
-

the besq0fnterest of States and the Federal'government.

November, 1981,OERI /NCES and OVAE jointly worked with

the Office of Ceneral'Counsel and other Depeirtment of Education staff to assure

that data suspensions could be legally permissible. On Novem4Fr 23, 1981,

Executive-Officers of the Sole Boards of Vocational Education were notified of

certain Suspensions, 'which are presented in the following table. In addition,

in 1982-43, NCES' new unified program taxonomy (which has been developed in

collaboration
0
with the States) willlbe used to provide a-a4upTified program grub

and to consolidate HECIS and VEDS reporting.

4
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THE TYPES OF DATA COLLECTEb

Table 1 presents by year of coll&Ction the data collected by VEDS, from the first

a

collection completed for the 1978-79 school year until the expiration date for the

_current authorization. In both 1979-80 and 1980-81 school years, all.data contained..
IP

in the system were collected. For subsequent school years the spec $Al needs data,

leaver follow-up and employer follow-up have been suspended while SCES further

zee the methodology for collecting these types of data.

Form and Section Titles

78-79 79-80

School Years

Secondary Program Enrollment
80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

X X X t X X X

"
Part A - Occ. Specific ...

Total Enrollment
Rac /Ethnic Desig. and Sex r x X X X X
S cial Needs X X
Program Completers X X X X X X

Part41.- Other Voc. Ed.
Total Enr011ment cX X X X X X

Racial/Ethnic Desig. and Sex X- X' X X' X X
Spelal Needs X X
Enrollment by Program Level X X X X , X X

Part C

Special Needs by Instrd?. Setting X X X X X
Part D

Enroll. in Cooperative Voc. Ed., X X X X X X
Part E

POrticipation by Legislative Purp. X X X . X X X

Work Study Only

Postsecondary Program Enrollment

o
Part A - Oct. Specific

Total Enrollment 6

Racial/Etbnic Desig. and Sex
Non-resident Alien

r

SPecial Needs ',
ProgramoCompleters

Part B - Other Voc. Ed.
Total Enrollment %

Racial/Ethnic Desig. and Sex
Non-resident Alien

Special Needs

A.

o

X X X ..- X X X
X X X X X X

X X X X X

Regions Accreds Only
X X

X' X X X X X

X X X X X. X
1 X X X X X

X X X
Regiun.

X X
Accred. Odin'

X X

Wi
.

ir

.s.
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Table 1 continued

Fors and Section Titles

Postseeondary'Program Enrollment

School Years

78-79 7140.80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

-0Part C

'..''-Special Needs by Instrue. Setting X X X X4/ .
Part D

Enroll.. in Co-op and Appren.
X E X X , XPart E

Participation by Legislative Purp. X\ X X X X X
Work Stud Only

Teacher/Staff - Secondary Inst.

Total Staff X X X .
,...

X .Racial/Ethnic Desig. Totals
X , X X

Teacher/Staff - Postseeondary.Inst.
,

. .Total Staff f.
X i X X X -RacialiEthnic Desig. Totals

...5 i X X XPart -tine
1 X X .,* X

Finance

Part A

Section 110 - Setasides
X X X X. X XSection 120 - Basic Grant
X X ' X X X XSection 130 - Ex."4 Innov.
X X X X X XSection 140 - Disadbantaged
X X X X X XSection 150 - C' 4 HE
X X X t X X

...

Section 102(d) - Plan. 4 Eval.
X X X X XPart 5 .

Instrue. Egpenditure by Program
X X X 2:-' XPart C

Setasides by Stream,
X X

Secondary
Regionally Accredited
State Approved
Other Postsec8pdary

OS

ti
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Tattle 1- continued
, ---4-4

.
e,

Form and Section Titles School Years
.

7849 79-80 80-81 ,81-82 82 -83 -88-84

Secondary Completer/Leaver

Puri A(1)
Employment Status of Completers
by Instructional Program *X X X X$. X X

Fart A(2)
Employment Status( of Leavers

by Instructional Program *X X X 1

Fart 15(1)
Employment Status of Completers N

by RacialJthnic /Sex Designation " X X X , X -8 ......

Part B(2)
Employment Status of Leavers

'7, by Racial/Ethnic/Sex Desigrlitian X X

Part C(1) r
Employment Status of Completers
by Specitl Need ' 1 X X X X X

Part C(2) .3'

Employment Status of Leav rs

by Special Need X X

4

PartD dr
Field of Employment and Average
Hourly Salary blInstructionaio !X X X X X X

Program
Avg. hour. salary only

Postsecondary Comfleter/Leaver

'Part A(1)
Employment Statui of Complpters
by Instructional Program

ex X X ,X x X

Part A(2) . .

Employment Status of Leavers
by Instructional Program *X , X . X

Part )1(1) . .,

Employment Status.of Completers ,

by Racial /Ethnic /Sex Designation X X X X X

Part 15(2)
Employment Status of Leavers )

by Racial/Ethnic/Sex Designation X X .

Part C(1) a
-,,

Employment Status pf Completer, \

by Special Need X, X X. X X

Part C(2) 4
0

Employment Status of Leavers
by Special Need X

7 r

Collected but not streamel.

Et,

1



Table 1 - continued
.

Form and SedtiPlitles

Postsecondary Completera/Leavers

2.3.

School Years

78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83 83-84

Part D

Field of Employment and Average
Hour.ly Salary by Instructional *X X X X x XProgram

Avg. Hour. Salary onlyPart E

Employment Status by Degree
Conferred

X X X ' X

Employer Follow-up t- Secondary

' Part A

Mean of Employer Rating
by Instructional Program ag X XPart B

Mean Rating'by Racial/ '
Ethnic/Sex Designation

X XPart C

Mean Rating by Special Need
-"X X!art D4

Mean Rating by Codpletion
Status

*X X X

Employer Follow-up - Postsecondary

Part A

Mean of Employer Rating

by Instructional Program *X X XPart B

Mean Rating by Racial/
Ethnic /Sex Desighation

X
Part C

Mean Rating by Special Need
X xPart D

Mean Rating by Completion
Status . AX x

*Collected but not streamed.

.2 7
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Chairman PERKINS. All right, our next witness.
Go right ahead, Mr. Averill.

STATEMENT OF DONALD F. AVERILL, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR
_ VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND PLANNING, COASTCOMMUNITY

COLLEGE DISTRICT, CALIFORNIA, AND CHAIRMAN, CALIFOR-
NIA COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGE ASSOCIATION

Mr. AVERILL. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
appreciate this opportunity to present the views of the American
Association of Community and Junior Colleges on- the Vocational
Education Data System.

I am Donald Averill and I am vice chancellor for vocational edu-
cation and educational planning for the Coast Community College
District in Costa Mesa, Calif.

In my testimony, unlike some of the other presenters here today
I do.represent a college district. I do have the primary responsibili-
ty within that college district for the collection of all college ireriort-
ing,.data which goes to the State or,the Federal Government. How-
ever,-1 am not a principal researcher and I have staff that does
that type of task. So my testimony, to a great degree, is going to
look at some other variables than those which are administrative
variables and causing us a considerable amount of difficulty and
concern.

The State of California several years ago started working very
closely with NCES about its concerns regarding VEDS, and I can
report that Dr. Morgan and his staff came out to California. We
sent pimple back here to Washington, and we spent several weeks
trying to modify that system and make it more meaningful. A lot
of that effort has been reported today.

I think that that has been a positive approach.
However,- there are still a number, of concerns that we. in Califor-

nia have had and the 14 other States that have joined us that are
not resolved and are substantial problems to us in California.

I think the first and foremost is that you have to look at postsec-
ondary,,education considerably differently than it is either by the
act or by VEDS itself. There is a concern that what the act called
for in measurement and some of the problems of VEDS does exist
in the act and not in the collection system or the processes in
which NCES has had to go about implementing the act itself.

We feel that there needs to be a major change in the act itself in
terms of that data collection system.

Coast, has approximately 38,000 full-time equivalent students in
three colleges. The average college nationally is approximately
2,000, full-time equivalent students. We generate, or to generate
that FIE, full-time equivalent, would require an unduplicated head
count of 160,000 students or 4.21 students per full-time equivalent.

The average college then in the State would have to have 8,400
enrollment to generate that 2,000 full-time equivalent.

You can see that that type of data base compounds the collection
problem tremendously.

secondary
makes a totally different type of setting

than that is faced by a secondary system delivering vocational edu-
cation.
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With this range the difference in collection of data will have
.most uncontrollable ranges of sophistication in how they collect
and record that data, and that's a major concern to us.

We feel that in California and. in most of the community colleges
throughout this Nation that-if we are going to collect data that
that data ought to have management applicability in the communi-
ty7coliege in which it is being collected.

If that data is getting back and is being distorted by aggregation,
by lack of definition in several of the points which were reported
by our previous speaker, we do not have valuable data information,
we cannot make wise management decisions or act upon it.

Both the act and the VEDS requirement of section 112(b) do not
reflect the changing mission of the community colleges. Fortunate-
ly reauthorization has discussed new ,population needs such as the
upgrading of skills, economic development efforts, and technologi-
cal explosion and the role that the community colleges play and
have played for a long time in implementing these needs.

Community colleges have addressed these needs for years, but
VEDS doesn't measure this area at all but focuses on the narrower
scope of entry.level enrollment.

California provided for program assessment of its vocational pro-
grams prior ta the VEDS requirements, and I think that one of our
other speakers today will be addressing this same issue in depth for
their State.

The California occupational program evaluation system [COPES]
provides managdment feedback of data immediately to the colleges,
resulting in program improvement.

The student accountability model [SAM] and a longitudinal study
of that which is being fostered by our district and operated by our
district provides readily usable information regarding student pop-
ulations. VEDS actually has allowed us to use that SAM system for
portions of the student accountability Model of VEDS, and it has
been helpful in bringing some consistency between the two measur-
ing instruments.

A State uniform reporting system now is going into place iand
will be fully operational in 1981-82. That addresses the broad col-
lege factors of students, personnel, facilities and budgets. Factors
collected on this are uniform ,and do not vary between the colleges
because the data elements have been defined for the State.

However, there is an inconsistency when you compare that data
back to the VEDS data base and information which is not required
for the State-system and is required on VEDS.

VEDS or its counterpart should be compatible with existing sys-
tems and should provide usable management information to the
local colleges.

The next area that we find a great deal of problem is1.1n, within,
the employer data base, and fortunately 'today it's been reported
that that is going to be withdrawn from the collection system fOr
1981-82.

We feel very strongly that that type of system is one in which it
has been held down to avoid invasion of privacy, it draws on broad
concepts rather than specifics, and it should make better wide-
range comparisons. We feel again, that with this particular system
that it should be statistically accurate, and we feel that possibly

9
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the only way to do that is not through a VEDS system but through
a system similar to a Gallup report-type of survey.

I support the.need for Congress to determine if it is achieving its
objectives from Federal funding, :however the system should not

0, cost more than the amount being funded. Currently in California,
particularly in the coast district, Federal funding for vocational
education amounts to only 3.2 percent of my total expenditure in
vocational education. The data should be reliable and valid for both
Federal purposes and for local management purposes. Obviously, I
think we have heard ahead)) today from the administering agency
that there are some difficulties with that.

The data should reflect the vocational enterprise it isto measure
and not attempt to compare it to problems with different, and pro-
gramt with different, purposes. And it does not do that, and there
has been continuing difficulty with that.

The accountability model should address the management infor-
mation described in the State plan for vocational education which
could be included in an annual program report to the Federal Gov-

., ernment. We are seeking that type of consistency and asking that
if we are to be measured that that measurement be meaningful
and that that measurement have applicability to the management
of our programs.

Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much. That was excellent

testimony.
[The prepared statement of Dontild Averill follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD AVERILL, VICE CHANCELLOR FOR VOCATION4 EDU-
CATION AND PLANNING, COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT, COSTA MESA, CALIF., -4
CHAIRMAN, CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR COLLEGE ASSOCIATION, COMMITTEE
ON VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY
AND JUNIOR COLLEGES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate this opportunity to
present the views of the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges
(AACJC) on the Vocational Education Data System. I am Donald Averill, Vice
Chancellor for Vocational Education and Planning, Coist Commimity College Dis-
trict, Costa Mesa, California.

"It is noteworthy that 54 of 57 States and outlying areas came into compliance
with the laws and regulations in the first operatioRal year of the system, and that
we expect similar results for the second year," a quote from a March 1981 letter to
Senator Hayakawa from Marie Eldridge. 1,3shudder, myhow the questionable data
I'm required to provide chinges in its journey from my college to the federal goy-

?ernment. I'm astounded at the marvels of data processing.
Let's review some of the basic probleni areas which the Vocattonal Education

Data System (VEDS) must address before the vocational education enterprise can be
reliably described or judged for its effectiveness. We must address the two basic
questions posed in the Federal Act, are program completers and leavers finding em-
ployment in occupations related to their training, and are they considered by their
employers to, be well trained and prepared for employment?

First, let's discuss what VEDS should doand does not do.
1. VEDS should deicribe accurately and meaningfully the vocational education

entgrprise cis it is conducted at thelocal college levelwhich does not do.
2. VEDS should collect data which is, useful at the local college level for purposes

of administration and improvement of programswhich it does not do.
3. VEDS should envier the basic questions which Congress asks in Section 112(b)

of the Vocational Education ActI-which it does not do.
4. VEDS should generate useful data when aggregated /at the state and national

level that are valid for the purposes stated in Section 112(b)which it does not do.
Secondly, let's discuss some of the basic reasons why VEDS is not usefuLovalid

and in keeping with the intentions of the Vocational Education Act as it should be.

1/4
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1. The basic taxonomy problem has not been resolved, nationally or locally. This
tends to nullify the validity of aggregate data at any level. The incompatibility of
educational taxonomies with classifications used in industry and labor precludes va-
lidity of the data for supply and demand purposes. The taxonomy fosters duplication
of reporting and adds to the local college data burden. Additionally, the incompati-
ble definition of programs confounds the collection process.

*L 2. like attempt at standardization of national data elements for VEDS has not
been successful. A prime example is the concept of completers /leavers in California
community colleges. Definition of programs is another example.

3. The specificity of data collection often precludes statistical sampling. techniques
at the local college level. Often the post is far too high for the benefi trieceived.

4. The design of VEDS follow-up compounds the errors and, consequently, the in-
formation is of little value for evaluation and planning purposes.

5. The required schedule for collecting and reporting data for VEDS is incompati-
ble with the operations of colleges. VEDS requirements, decisions, mandates, etc.,
are unrealistic in terms of implementing changes in the processes of data collection
at the college level. Oftentimes, two years is required to make a substantial change
in data collection.

* 6. The cost of implementing VEDS has been excessive. The indecision, modifica-
tions and change of signals have been additionally frustrating for all concerned.

7. Finally,, VEDS in California has disrupted a planned process of improving data
collection from community colleges, which was started prior to the 1976 Vocational
Education Act. Data collection must be useful and must have the slipport and com-
nuImJent of local colleges if the required objectives are to be achieved. When federal
file& for vocational education are but a small portion of the total funds expended
for the vocational education enterprise, local colleges and state agencies must'have
a greater voice in the national data collection system. L'et's take a fresh look at the
total problem.
Conclusions

We have learned far more about vocational education in California from our
statewide longitudinal study than from VEDS data. We have confidence in our lon-
gitudinal data and the process is much more cost effective.

Standardization of data elements and additional detail should be limited to state
level management and described in the State Plan for Vocational Education. The
findings of evaluation studies and summaries of statistical data collection should be
included in an annual report to the federal government.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Penis. Go ahead.

STATEMENT OF JAMES LEE HARRIS, DIRECTOR, COLORADO
STATE OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATING COM-
MITTEE, DENVER, COLO., RE_ PRESENTING AMERICAN VOCA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION.

Dr. 'HARRIS. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, am
pleased to be here to speak with you all today on a topic I consider
very important, the Vocational Education Data System or VEDS.

My name is Jim Harris. I have been a management information
system supervisor in three States, Kansas, Colorado, aid Oklahoma
for 14 years. I recently changed jobs. I am now sorec director in
Colorado.

I believe that I understand the Issues, many of the issues related
to VEDS from State and local perspective, and I hope that my tes-
timony will be a contribution to you as you make your delibera-
tions in the future.

VEDS system but it.is not perfect. There are seven ac-
tions I believe Congress can take to improve the system and to
reduce the controversy that, surrounds it. These actions expressed
as recommendations are aft follows:

A data use plan should be developed at the Federal level. This
plan should identify the goals and/or objectives where achievement
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will be measured. It should identify how achievement will be meas-
ured and should identify the data necessary for measurement.

Only the , data that are needed for national decisionmaking
should be collected and reported to the Federal Government
through a basic data system. -

Every data item in the system should be operationally defined.
Federal reporting systems concerning occupational pat6ca-

ti and training should be consolidated into a single system. If
th' is not accomplished, at a minimum, Federal definitions for var-
ious ystems should be consistent.

re should be funding provided for data syste
tes should have the responsibility for collecting data from

local agencies and institutions reporting to the Federal Govern-
ment.

Sampling or special studies should be used for other special data
needs not covered in the basic data system.,

At first glance it seems that there is a large number of issues
related to VEDS. My analysis, however, would reveal that there
are three basic issues:

No. 1 is the coat of thedata collection. _
No. 2 is the use of the data. '
And No. 3 is the accuracy of the data.
Cost may be the most critical issue. Stakand local officials are

concerned about the use of resources or taking resourceallirom stu-
dent-oriented services to use in the data gathering and reporting
process. Balanced against this concern is the recognition of the
need for management information. ,
- And therefore the second major issue evolves from the first
major issue, and that is the use of data.. Only data, in my opinioq,
with a clearly specific and legitimate use should be reported to
higher levels of Government. And think, in my mind, acceptable
use involves e using of data in a predefined'decisionmaking proc-
ess with acti resulting from the decisions.

The third ea or issue lintlata.accuracy, and obviously if data is
going to be for meaningful decisions it should be accurate.

The cost of VEDS. An examination of the information available
shows that nobody really knows what VEDS costs. The estimates
range all over the map from a few dollars a student to $50 or $60 a
student.
An independent systems analyst has told me it can cost between
$8 and $10 a student, .gitten that the local institutions maintain
normal data bases used in management at thg:rocal level.

The Federal share of VEDS costs varies-from State to State. In
some States the entire VEDS package would be collected without
the Federal mandate. In some States nothing would be collected
without the Federal mandate..

There are several factors which can, and have increased the costs
of VEDS in the last few years. The first factOr is the changing of
data requirements or definitions. And this, of course, changes sys-
tems up and down the line from the local institution to the Federal
Government.

The second factor which can increase the cost of VEDSpis the col-
lection, maintenance and reporting of alinost duplicate data ele-
ments for various Federal reporting systems. And obviously if you
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are going to report, if you are going. to follow up a student three or
four different ways; the same student, the local institution can lose
credibility, the State can lose credibility. ,

If we are going to followuP the Veterans'. Administration follow-
up, the VEDS followup, and CETA. followups to the same student
sometimes, it is a problem.

A third factor which is associated with high costs is the sheer
size of the databases which are collected, maintained and reported.
As you have heard this size is going to be reduced.

But for my State we almost, we prepare alinost 30,000 entries on
the VEDS forms each year, and I might, say that it takes a good
secretary about 80 hours to type the VEDS reports. .

Use of the data. It guess the problem .is that local administrators
and State administrate have some questions about the use of thedata. First of all, will it *e used? And second of all, if it is used will
it be used in a logical ner, recognizing the shortfalls and the
problema withi data collec ion and whether the data is strong?

And third, what dec. 'ens will be mtide, from the use of the data?
And fourth, what actions will 'result from,the decisions?
In my State the legislature mandated. the cost-effectivenesssystem, and the cost-effectiveness system evaluates programs on

the basis orthe bang for the dollar, ifyou will,
Chairman PERKINS. I have to ask that w r about 6 or7 minutes, to go over and vote. We will be right back. Just be at

ease, all of you, until we, come back.
[Recpss
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Dr. Harris, and we will dish it:
Dr. HARRIS. Thank you, sir.
Do you want me to resume where I left off?
Chairman PERKINS. Yes. Go ahead and resume your statement.
Dr. HARRIS. OK.
As I said, a data use plan can improve the qualit data signill-

cantry when people know what the data is going to i"'sed for, and
I would like to give you an example that is found in one State, orwas found in one State. - ..The State legislature had required a systeni similar to VEDS for
over 10 years, and the quality of data had improved initially buthad reached a plateau.

.In '1978 the State legislature decided that they wanted to have
evaluated programs and shut programs that were -inefficient sothat .they would have resources to open new programs. And they
attached a footnote to the State appropriations bill which requireda cost effectiveness evaluation / IThis cost effectiveness evaluation was geared on the key points
in the Federal 14 , som, .

e of the key points an the Federallaw a least. It in t per ieT.E, it involved services to the
disadvantaged, the , minorities, it involved sex bal-
ance, and-it involved t ke cn na of placement and completion.

In this State there were 5 programs closed last year and 37 onprobation and several hundred had been improved, and of course
new programs had been added to replace th that had beenclosed. One of the neat things about this system was that now `ev-s. erybody makes- a maximum effort to get the da as accurate aspossible and almost nobody questions the need ,for accurate data.
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They do, however, question the contents of the formula, and we
will probably*revise the formula this year.

The evaluation process and the associated data system contain
what many systems analysts feel are the ingredients for a mean-

ingul management process.
'rst, the need for the data wa?evident.

Second, the definitions were clear
Third, there was a clear decision process for use of the data, and
Fourth, action was taken on the decisions that were based on the

data.
This is not an appropriate system for the Federal Government,

but this works very Well in the State.
Accuracy of the data, of course, as I mentioned earlier, if the

data is going to be used for meaningful decisions accuracy of the
data is a very important factor. And decisions based on bad data
are probably more detrimental t o t heipublic good than decisions
based on no data. And, without quests, VEDS has accuracy prob-. lems. In my opinion they are not monumental or unsolvable prob-
lems, but they do affect data quality.

From a strictly head count perspective or gross dollar perspective
the data iprobably very accurate. When a clearly defined variable
is inserted the data suffers slightly, and as the definitions or the
difficulty of data, the difficulty of obtaining data increases, the
quality of data decreases, down to the level when variables on sub-
jective opinion which are biased by outside factors or inserted, the
credibility of the data becomes nonexistent.

And VEDS has examples of data up and down the line, good and
bad data. "-

A good example of a data item which is probably well reported is
enrollment by .program, in my opinion. That is because States have
been doing this type of reporting for many years. There are, of
course, problerns in areas of confusion that cause data not to be
perfect, and I think Dqn Avei-ile has mentioned some of those prob-
lems, especially at the community college level.

The introduction of level of training confuses the picture slightly.
In my State the legislature's definition of a "postsecondary student
is not what the Federal definition of a postsecondary student is, so
we prepare two different reports, one for the legislature and one
for the Congress:

A variable like §ex of student causes no `problem. Thitt is easily
identifiable by people on the scene and, people doing t reporting. ,4

Disadvantaged and handicapped definitions, on the other hand,
although I believe they, are operationally defined in a usable4.
manner in VEDS, they sire difficult to collect because it .1- equires
idektification of a student to a bunch of serious processes and time-
consuming processes. I believe that the data quality:Ithere is not
what it could be.

Expanding the.handicapped variable to types of handicapped in-
creases the likelihood of error in the data. And a data item like
limited Ehglis proficiency, the validity of that data is practically
,nil. It's totally subjective. There is no objective measure at all. It's
the opinion of somebody, and people are often not willing to make
ajudgment that the student has a limited English proficienc4 prob-
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The employer part of VEDS, which is a very, very important con-
,

eept, in my opinion, the data liat is reported to VEDS is worthless.Even if it's not worthless it is so close that it certainly is not `worth
the money spent. And the reason- is that employers are extremely
reluctant to 'report poorly on a student. So if they don't" feel that
the student reflects quality vocational education they don't send usa report.

In my State for 1979 and 1980, if we can believe the employerdata there were virtually no poorly prepared ,stuflents, and weknow that there had to be because some of our programs weren't
.what we wanted them to be.

In summary, data is expensive and should be. Collected and re-ported only for an identified use. A data plan at the Federal level
would behelpful in two ways.

First, it would identify where data is necessary, and
Second, it would decnat grate t importance of the information,

bkause you have got a plan, t you are going to use it.
VEDS should be modified to serve a data use plan.
And for the questions you have on special topics, special topics

should be covered. That type of data should be covered on a nation-al sample and could answer many of the questions that you dohave.
Since the information -for decision should be accurate, all VEDS

definitions must be clear, preeise and easily usable. If we can'tdefine a data item clearly then we can't collect it.
Duplication of systems, of data items, with slightly different defi-

nitions, is very expensive. If we could eliminate duplication of re-porting between CETA, HEGIS, VEDS, and so forth, we could saveenormous amounts of money at the local and State level.There sh.uld be specific language' in itie/ Federal legislationwhich fn.. data collection. This would. clarify the importance ofinforma es" and relieve the pressure on the local and State officialswho nod mist assume the responsibility for allocating funds to thiseffort'in what many people believe to be the expense of student-oriented services.
Finally, States should have the slate. reporting responsibility tothe Federal Government and the collection from the local schools.

This, I believe, is very important because if the schools are sport-ing to the Federal Government they must also report to th State
governments, and this would be a duplication of reporting.

I thank you for your attention, sir, and aRreciate this opportu-
'nity to speak with you

[The prepared statement of James Lee Harris follows:),
PREPARED STATEMENT OF 'DR. JAMES LEE HARRIS, DIRECTOR, COLORADO STATE

OCCUPATIONAL INFORMATION COORDINATING COMMITTEE (SOICC), DENVER, Cow.
Mr Chairman, Committee Members I am pleased to be he;e to speak with you on, a topic that I feel is very important, the Vocational Education Data System (VFAS),Mandated under the 1976 Amendments to the 1963 Vocational Education Act.My name is Jim Harris I am presently Director of the Colorado State Occupation-

al Information Coordinating Committee. I have held this position for four months.Prior to July of this year I spent fourteen years 4,i,..wa4ational Education Manage-ment Information Systems Supervisor in three statesNorado, Kansas; and Okla-homa. I served on the National Center for Education Statistics committees that ex-plored the Vocational Education Data System concept in 1977 and the group that
conducted feasibility studies in 1978 I have-prepared all repoits submitted by Colo-
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rado under the VEDS system during the past three years. Finally, I served on the
Executive Committee of the American Vocational Information Association during
the years when VEDS was being developed.

I believe that I understand many of the issues related to data collection in Voca-
tional Education from a state and local perspective. I hope thatmy testimony will
be of service to you as you deliberate the reeauthorizatiOn pf the Vocational Educa-
tion Act in the coming months.

VEDS is a good system but not perfect. There are'seven actions that) believe
Cogoress can thke to improve the system and to reduce the controversy 'dist sur-
rounds it. The actions expressed as recommendations are as follows.

' - RECOMMENDATIONS

1. A data use plan should be developed at the, Federal level, This plan should
identify the goals and/or objecres where achievement will be measured, host
achievement will be measured, and the data necessary_for measurement

2, Only data that are needed for national decision making Will bicollected hi the
bait data system at the federal level.

-3. Every data item in the system should be operationally defined. For example] a
disadvantaged student is operationally defined as a student who qualifies for finan-
cial aid under an economic need program.

4. Federal reporting. systems'9ncerning occupational training activities should be
consolidated into a single systdin. If this is not accomplished, at a minimum, federal.
requirements for data should be definitionally consistent across the various federal
reporting systems.

5. There should be funding specified for data systems.
6. States should have the responsibility for collecting data from local agencies and

institutions and reporting to the Federal Government.
7 Sampling or special studies should be used for other special data needs not cov-

ered in the basic data system.

BACKGROUND

The law requires that each state sltall evaluate, by using data collected, wherever
possible, by statistically valid sampling techniques, each such program with ip the
state which purport...4 4) impart entry level job skills accordi g to the extett to
which programs completers and leavers. . . .

el. fine employment in occupations related to their. training, an
ii. are considered by their, eiriployers to be well-tilined and pr ared for employ-

.ment. . . .

The law further states that. This system (VED§) shall include infor tion result-,
mg from the evaluation required to be conducted by section 112 (above and other
information on vocational. . . .

(A) students (including information on their' ice and sex), (B) programs, (C) pro-
gram completers and leavers,Ataff, (E) facilities, and (F) expenditures. . . .

Given the'law, the Nation nter for EducatiotStatistics immediately held a
"4 series of con fer,enges xvith local and state administrators. During these meetings,

ideas and.arguments were exchanged.
Shortly after the initial conferences had been completed, the Center developed a

summary of the basic elements required and called trgroup of state and local repre-
sentatives together to discuss lossible definitions and collection pkoCeBuies. When
this task had been completed, the Center tested the system La ten states and made
modigcations where the test indicated they Were necessary.

The system has been operational for three years, the third annual rep6rt was sub-
mated ten days agog During this three-year period, the system ha's charigedveriodi-
pally. Some of these changes have been necessary and some appear questionable.
Many of,the changes have.saused problems for the states which have tried hard to
meet the original requirements.

The Fiscal Year 1982 Report which will be prepared next year has been reduced
.drastically. Some of the changes are beneficial and some will cause harcrships for
states presently in full compliance. Fortunately, these states in full compliance are
probably most able to make adjustents.

. ,



2. General
At first glance it seems that there is a large number of VEDS issues. An examina-

tion of the issues, however, reveals that there are only three central concerns. These
are cost .of data, use of data, and the accuracy of data.

Cost may be the most critical issue. State and local officials are concerned aboutresouirces bejng taken from student-oriented services for use in the-reporting proc-
ess. Balance against this concern is recognition of the need for management infor-mation.

Use of data, therefore, becomes the second major issue. If data is not used, itshould not be, reported. Put another way, only data with a clearly specified and le-
gitimate use should be reported to higher levels of government. Acceptable uSe in-volves using the data in a predefined decision-making process with logical actiontaken as a result of the decisions. For example, data could be collected to evaluate
programs under a structured formula and to shift funding based on the results ofthe evaluation. At this time, local institutions and state agencies are not aware of acbmprehensibe Federal Data Use Plan.

The third area or issuedata accuracyevolves from the second issue. If the datawill be used for meaningful decisions, it should be accurate. Accuracy of data in any
system requires operational definitions, usable procedures, and a reasonable report-ing format.
Cost of data

Many people have studied the cost of VEDS. An examination of the information
available mApates that nobody really knows what VEDS costs. Estimates run froma few dollars per student to over fifty dollars per student. An unbiased systems ana-
lyst has estimated the bost at between eight and ten dollars per stlident. This costwould cover all data required, which includes enrollment, completion, follow up, andfiscal data. An underlying assumption of this t estimate would be that local,insti-tutions presently maintain data bases for efficient management at the,local level. Such local data bases include pro m data, cost accounting data, stu-dent data, and staff data.

The Federal share of VEDS data costs varies from state to state. Some states
would collect the entire data base without the Federal mandate. Some states wouldno collect anything without the Federal mandate.

There are several factors which can, and have, increased the expected costs ofVEDS. The first factor is changing requirements_or definitions. This, of course,,causes changes in system design up and down the line. .
For example, assume that the definition of Handicapped was changed. Local insti-tutions wtittld modify their data collection instruments. They would' then train coun-selors in the use of new forms. Finally, systems analysts would change computer

`software and modify qld files to fit new formats.
o States would chan0 data reporting formats, forms, and computer software. Localpersonnel would be 'retrained and ersons with political involvement, including

some members of the legisl ture,simed be briefed.
The second factor which can increase costs is the collection, maintenance, and re-porting of almost duplica data elements. It is not unusual for a student's schoolrecord to have a major area of study defined by three, four, or more different codes,e.g., an institution code, a REGIS Code, a VEDS Code; a CETA Code, etc. It is

common for the same student to be subjected to two or more different follow-up pro-- cedures with different time frames, e.g., a Veterans' Administration Follow-up, a
VEDS Follow-up, a CETA Follow-up, etc. Some administrators feel thaffthis tpe ofduplication not only costs more than necessary but undermines their credibility
withatudents. A single system for data collection covering all occupational trainingis a way to both improve data and reduce costs.

A third factor which is associated with high costs is the sheer size of the databases which are collected, maintained and reported. An average state will collectand process about 200,000 records every year. Each record will average about
twenty data items. Each item will average about six characters. This totals about

,000,000 characters in each year's data base ,requiring about 50;000,000 data enters rokes. Simply typing the annual VEDS report from computer printouts will re- (quire about 80 hours. There are about 30,000 data cells on the forms, with hundredsof totals.
How do these figures relate to increased costs? In one state, data entry costs in-/

creased 100 percent betwen 1979 and 1980. Forms costs increased by 50 percentduring the same period. Finally, machine and personnel costs increased by more
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than ten percent. State agency costs increased from $150,000 to $190,000 that year.
Local cost increases were not measured.

To a state or local administrator, these figures and facts are oftenIstaggering. The
budget may have increased slightly, but the data burden costs are not restricted to
slight increases. Frequently_the services being examined in a report are cut back
due to the cost of the report.
Use of data

As mentioned previously, state and local people are not aware of any Federal
Data Use Plan. Without such a plan, local administrators are worried about four
critical, unanswered questions. These questions are: )

1. Will the data be used?
2. If the data is used, will it be used in a logical manner?
3. What decisions will be made from the use? al
4. What actions will result from the decisions?
Given answers to these questions, the quality of any data system will improve sig-

nificantly. Local and state officials can see the importance of the reporting. When
established, Data Use Plans have had remarkable, positive impacts on data collec-
tion systems. The experience of one state should demonstrate this point.

The state legislative had required a system similar to VEDS for over ten years.
Quality of data had improved in the initial years of operation but had reached a
plateau. In 1978, the legislature was faced with limited resources and a demonstrat-
ed need for change in the vocational program structure across the state. Many
people felt that it was time for some zealis is management actions.

A footnote was attached to the state appropriations bill which required adminis-
trators to develop a system for closing pr ams which were performing poorly. The
resources saved would be available for pr grains which were successful or for new
programs designed to meet new needs.

A cost/effectiveness model br formula developed. Data reported by each pro-
gram was evaluated and the program wa given a cost/effectiveness performance
score. The lower twenty percent.of all programs (relative to the performance score)
were visited. for a process review. Suggestions for improvement were made. When
programs improved they were taken off a probation list. When programs failed to
improve they were closed.

In the second year of operation 35 programs had been closed, 37 were on probe-
tipn, and hundreds had ipaproved. Almost everyone in the state who was associated
with vocational edpcatiori was interested in the accuracy of the data. Almost nobody
in the state questioned the need to report accurate data.

Controversy had shifted to the contents of the model or formula. The crite
scluded completion rates, placement rates, the percent of minority served, the. per-
cent of handicapped served, the percent of disadvantaged served, the sex balance,
and the cost per fulltime equivalent student.

Given the impact of the data, most local administrators made sure it was accurate
before it was submitted. Further, they paid'serious attention to the factors'which
were included in the formula. Service to the disadvantaged and handicapped has im-
proved. Sex balance in the programs has iAproved. Local administrators are more
sensitive to program competion and placemeht rates, and the cost of a program hat
become a very serious issue.

This evaluation process and associated data system contained what many systems
analysts would feel arethe ingredients for a meaningful management process. First,
the need was evident. Second, the date defmitions were clear. Third, there was a
clear decision process for use of the data. Fourth, action was taken on the decisions.

This particular data use plan is probably not appropriate at the federal level, but
the example does demonstrate the value of a plan.
Accuracy of the data

Decisions based on bad data are probably as detrimental to the public good as de-
cisions based on no data. VEDS has accuracy problems.1They are not monumental
or unsolvable problems, but they do affect data quality. From a strictly head-count
perspective, or gross dollar perspective, the data is probably very accurate. When a
clearly defined variable is inserted, the data suffers slightly. When difficult-to-
obtain variables are inserted with good 8perational definitions, the data deteriorates
more. When variables with subjective definitions are inserted, data quality suffers

cantly. When variables based on subjective opinion which are biased by out-
e factors are inserted, credibility becomes nonexistefit. VEDS has examples of all

of these cases.
' A good example of a data Heal that is probably well reported hi enrollment by

program type. States have been doing this type of reporting for many years, an
c*
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everyone in vocational education is familiar with prograni classifications. There are,of course, areas of confusion such as courses versus programs, students enrolled in
more than one program, academic versus vocational students in the same course, ifnot in the same prggram, etc.

.
The introduction!of level of training as a variable confuses the picture slightly.,

Adult students, for example, frequently take a course in a postsecondary program
and are not identified as adults. k'urther, state and Federal definitions of adult and
postsecondary do not always correspond to VEDS definitions. Still, the dela on awhole is accurate.

A variable like sex of the student is easily observable.and does not create accura-
cy problems on a large scale. Disadvantaged and handicapped definitions, an theother hand, are not easily observable and do introdire error. This is true even
though these variables are well-defined in VEDS. TlI operational definition of a
handicapped student at the secondary level, for example, is a student with an "Indi-
vidualized Educational Plan" on file. These plans are mandatory for handicapped
students at the secondary level.

The introduction of an expanded variable such as type of handicap causes admin-
istrators to examine each Individualized Educational Plan for data, since this geep.pq
of information is not usually kept on computer files. There coup be several hun
of these files at,any given, school.

A data item like Limited English abik is extremely difficult to ob nderwhat can only he-dascribed as a subjective definition, i.e!, "Limited Eng rofi-ciency (LEP) Fefers to persons of a national origin minority who do not speak and
understand the English language in an instructional setting well enough to benefit -from vocational studies to the same extent as a student whose primary language.is
English?'

This type of item introduces significant error into the system. ite
The employer evaluation part O. VEDS is only slightly better than worthless and

certainly not worth the money spent. The data is influenced by the student's person-
ality, the employer's mood, the employer's reluctance to criticize anything in writ-
ing, and many other external factors. In Colorado, in 1979, for example, only a very_
few former vocational students in the whole state were unsatisfactory, if the em-ployer data can be believed.
Summary

In summary, data is expensive and should be collected and reported only whendive is an identified use. Therefore, a Data Use Plan at the Federal level would be
helpful in two ways. First, it would identifygthat data which is necessary, and,
second; it would demonstrate the importance of the information. 'VEDS should be
modified to serve the Data Use Plan. Special stud'es using a national sample could
be conducted to answer special questions.

Since information that is used for decisions sh4 be accurate, all VEDS defini-
tions must be clear, precise, and easily usable. If an item is so nebulous that it can't
be clearly defined, it shouldn't be collected.

Duplication of items because of slightly different definitions is very expensive. Du-
plication of reporting is also expensive. Elimination of duplication could improve re-porting significantly.

There should be specific language in Federal legislation which funds data collec-
a don. This would clarify the importance of information and relieve pressure on localand state officials who now must assume the responsibility for allocating funds to

this effort at the apparent expense of student oriented services-
Finally, states should have the responsibility for data reporting to the Federal

Government. Aside from the political reasons for this recommendation, local report-ing to the Federal Government would duplicgte state efforts conducted in behalf of
state legislatures. A second negative effect-of local agencies reporting directly to the
federal government could be the fracturing of state coordinated planning which isbased on data.

Think you for h u r attention during the past few minutes. At this time t wouldbe happy to answerlany questions you might have on this topic.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank'you very much, all of you, for
ut appearance, here this morning. You,have been very helpful,

anti. you will be very helpful to the committee when they read your
testiniony. .

Today marks our 49th day of hearings on all the educational pro-
grams this year. We plan or holding other vocational educational
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hearings in January and some in February, some here in Washing-
ton, others in the field. We may hold heatringa through March and
April. I am concerned as much as anybody about getti3Og the Voca-
tional Education Act-extended next year, but at the ,same time I

4 have been here long enough to see a lot of pitfalls ahead of us.
I thiqk I would be derelict in responsibility, judging from the

past, if I moved a vocational education bill ahead of the reconcili-
ation bill next year, especially since Mr. Stockman has asked Sec-
retary Bell to cut back the program from $800 million down to
$500 million. We are going to get to the point' where this wonderful

ogram would be torno pieces if that were to happen. ..-.

d if that happened I don't think any of you would want to see
a bi go on the floor next year where they could then destroy the
good pects of the bill. You may think they won't. I thought we
would ry that reconciliation bill, the so-called Gramm-Latta, by
12 to 15 votes. Instead we lost it last June.

I think we should get ready to move a vocational education bill
expeditiously after the reconciliation vote next year. We've got to
build a devil of a lot more support than we have at the present
time, or we'll get,cut to pieces on the .floors of the_House and

..--.

Senate. ` -
Before we take a vocational education bill to the House floor I

want us to get a goods group together, and help me make this deci-
sion immediately after the reconciliation fight. We ought to have
this group together 'here before this reconciliation fight next year,
in Washington and have them alerted. Some of the States may not
be able to Make. up for the Federial cutbacks that are being pro-
posed. Then we will lose many of our training programs in many
States. We will see a great program, one of the greatest programs
in the world disintegrate. ,

So we have a lot of problems facing us in the future and we must
take them all seriously. I' have been here long enough and I have
watched it happen. I said, well, they won't tear down gETA. They,
destroyed CETA. ' i

The mayors came up h , ailtrleywere singing a good song to
the White House. They ayed more beautiful music when the

*
county officials came up here last year. But after they left we had
no support in the U.S..Congress for CETA, and you see what hap-
pened. . r

And then all the community services people came to see me. I
tried to tell them last year in January what they had better do.
But instead, they came in here in great masses in June and July. I
told them they were just too late.

We cannot get caught in our shirttgilt next year, Ibecause if we
don't do the work on the members and-if they cut this program-
back to $500 million in the reconciliation -process, your program is
going to be torn apart.

And I am not going to let them monkey with the figures at that
point` on 4he floor of the HouseAt that point I'd get awfully stub-
born, after they do that much to. us. I'd take a chance On the next
election, because thtt Vocational Education Act is extended through
1984. .

So let's none of us'be too egotistical about next yeas. Let's play
the game for all it is worth. We had problems in authoring the
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original bill in 1963. We had a lot of disptites breaveen the Depart-ment of Labor, the Department of Educed On; Jack Kennedy, whowas President at that time, told me to beat their heads together
some way. I put a fellow in the conference by the name of Jim--Patton, from Frankfort, Ky. .

We finally got it all reconciled between the Departments. So Ihave seen some stormy days, and a lot of people would have
thrown in the sponge at that time, what with the disputes between
the Departments. But I did not, and I want to make sure that weall hold fast to all of our gains and not dissipate them. You cailget
fooled on the floor mighty easily.

When I took over the chairmanship of this committee in 1967, Ihad all the count against me on the Economic Opportunities Act.
They said it was impossible, but I worked that \whole fall, State byState, got enough commitments out of the South, the'Midwest, and
the West,1/4until I View the bill woijd float. And then I moved it
and. ive made progress with it.

I carried a little book around with all the members frOm the var-ious States and marked them off every night, for 90 days, so I havehad a little experience at these things.
Let'§ get ready for this reconciliation fight. I m telling your

first priority. If we lose that, Carl Perkins won't brin any bill out
leaders now that this reconciliation fight next year hould be our
next yeai. He will wait until the 1982 elections are over with. I'dlike to move this bill next year as much as anybody, as much as*any of your leaders, but that depends on our success in fighting
thnrreconciliation battle next year.

If we lose that we will take .no chince, my friends. We will takeno chance. , . ,:-

-Let me compliment all of you here for excellent testimony this
morning. We will work closely together the remainder of the yearand closely together next year. Throughout we will have a consid-
erable'number of hearings, and we will try to let yo%zleaders help
us get in representatives from all sections of the coun . When wedo go to the floor, we must be pretty much united.' We can't hive
the junior colleges fighting the secondary vocational, people. We've

do
togethergot to get on this thing. We got together a' few years agoand we can it again in the future., 0But let's concentrate on this reconciliation process, because if

they demand a $600 million cut out of this program you can imag-ine ,what it is going, to do to the program. Let's get prepared forthat, bring the witnesses 'in. here and let them state what effects
such a cutback would have: , pp

It's going to be the fight of our lives, but it's not a fight that wecan't win. We can win it, I think.
And I think some of our" friends that voted wrong this year willbe a little bit chore skeptical nbxt year about destroying a good pro-- gramthak's helping ali of America, especially when we are notgoing to balance any budgets. If we destroy this prograip, it is-,goingito create greater deficits in years*aheiyi.
Those are some Of the things that we would like you to go backand thitk about. . ,
Now it appears to me this administration may be in favor, of

elimination of the Vocational Education Data System. I'd like to .

.,../40
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ask Dr. Senese whether the administration is endorsing continu-
ation of VEDS in a much seduced form and why?

Dr. SENESE. Mr: Chairman, presently the administration is re-
vieliing the VEDS system and no decisiort,has been made yet on it.

Chairman PERKINS. What's that?
Dr. SENESEI Presently the administration is reviewing the VEDS

program, and no decision or recommendation has been decided
upon.

Chairidan PERKINS. You don't yet have any recommendations
along this line?

Dr. SENESE. No; I do not.
Chairman PERKINS. I don't want to ask you to talk about budgets

or anything like that because you are not in a position, to talk
about the budgets, are you?

Dr. SENESE. No; am not.
Chairman PERKINS. Well let me compliment all of you, all of you,

distinguished gentlemen thi. morning. You have been most helpful
to the committee. I wish all of our members were here. But you
will not have greater cooperation from anyone than you well from
Carl Perkins. I thought we all should be alerted about the future,
about those who Want to cut back thl program beyond the point of
no return.

Let me thank all of you.
[Whereupon, at 10:47 a.m. the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for the record fdllows:r

et
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

SUBCOMMITTEE bN mtmErrtAny. SECONDARY.
AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

sesc asyswoutHOUSEernes mamma
wA011010N. D.C.

December 28, 1981 .

Honorable Te rel H. Bell
Secretary
H.S. Department of Education

'Washington, D.C,

o Dear Mr. Secretary:

101.11471 .011014111
101.1.0 wIllftwila./104 An...a gr.

Voir. ST, OW1117,17.1Ow. NJ.
woe. 1IeIM,

Lamy WA. IIIIAND

During our Subcommittee hearing on the Vocat,idnal Education
Data System on December 10, the

Subcommittee members were unableto. ask all of the questions
we had wanted, due to time limitations.I am therefore submitting two

additional questions, to be answeredfor the hearing record.

Our questions are as follows:

1. Is the Administration in favor of the elimination of
the Vocational Education Data System, or are you endorsing itscontinuation in a much reduced form? What is your justificationfor your position?

2. Dr. Donald Senese testified on December 10 that theDepartment is cutting back
on data collection so that the burdenat the State and local levels will be reduced by almost 50percent. I would like to congratulate you for finding a wayto cut back. How0er, I wouldaike to know what types of

information will be available iii-the future from the reducedcollection and if it covers all the data collection requirements
delineated in the authorizing legislation. Will this new roundof data collection be any more

useful or meaningful at the localand Federal levels than what is colrected now?

We would appreciate receiving the
Department's responses nolater than January 12. I appreciate your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Carl D. Perkins
Chairman

a
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THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. D C 20202

The Honorable Carl D. Perkins
Chairman
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I appreciate the opportUnity to provide you ,:,nd your subcommittee with k
additional information regarding the Nati,mal Vocatidnal Education Data
System (WEDS).

. ,

- Your first;question concerned the ,,.ministration's position with respect
to the reauthori2ation of WEDS. ,ts Dr. Senese indicated in his testimony
on December 10, 1981, we are LJrrently taking a comprehensive look at
WEDS, and at this time no fik.1 decision has been made concerning the
reauthorization of WEDS.

Your second question ct .,:erned the scope and impact of the changes in WEDS
which the Department ,...s instituted for the current (1981-82) data collection
year. These changes consist entirely f suspensions of certain portions of

1the previous (198G..1) data collectii., system. As ICES began to study tlie
returns from the 'first two years of, erating WEDS. it became evident that
certain portions of the system were not only perceived by the States as
excessively burmsome, they were also providing data of low reliability
and utility. therefore, working with the cognizant portions of the Depart-
ment, LACES i er4ified these portiont.of WEDS as ones that could, consistent
with the tal,c1',.te of the law, be suspended until further study and redesi
of the sys..a.: takes place. Such study and redesign is now going on, bu me
expectlh:t these suspensions will remain in place at least fo ext
(1982 -83j data collection year.

I can sum up the suspended portions,of thedata collection as follo

1. TeacheP/staff data:- these data are stable due to the lack of
staff changes from year to year.

2. follow-up data: these data also change very little
from year to year. . ,

3. Program leaver and follow -up data: these data exhibit a low
return rate and are expensive.
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4. Certain enrollment and 'finance data., definitional problemsin 11.11e,special needs
areas make collection.of these enrollmentdata.difficult; some finance data which was difficult to collectwere'suspefided.

Since the suspended
portions of,VEDS are those which the States havefound least reliable and

most burdensome, these
suspensions result inmajor burden and cost

reductions and leave the remainder of VEDS improvedas to reliability, utility
and meaningfulness.

We estimate these changeswill reduce the man
hours approximately 48

percent, from 198,000 hours toabout )02,000 hours annually.

The precise content of
VEDS, by year of data collection, was summarizedin the Supplementary

Paper submitted with our December testimony, pages15-18.

If you have any further
questions, I will be most happy to respond.

Sincerely,

T. It, Bell

45
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ConutosS of tUe tate' *titteS
*oust of it' esentatibtO

Nostirortoo. la C. 205t5

11 15, 1981

The Honorable Carl Perkins. Chairman

House Education and Labor Committee
2181 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:
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Enclosed are two brief statements concerning the reauthorization of
the Vocational Education Act which I respectfully request be included in
111the official hearing record on this matter.

Both statements were submitted to me bylcommunity college administrators
in my district and concern, specifically, the Vocational Education Data Systp..."..

Your assistance In this matter will be greatly appreciated.

S1 erely yours,

NYM/sjd/w
Enclosure

/

NORMAN Y. MINETA
Member of Congress

.90-876 77
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TITLE:
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DATA SYSTEM: ITS IMPACT ON E
LOCAL CCKMUNITY COLLEGES AND THEIR VOCATIONAL PROD S

PREPARED BY: FOOTHILL-DE ANZA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION)
ROBERT W. WALKER, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR

PURPOSE: USE BY THE OFFICE OF NORMAN Y. MINETA, MEMBER OF CONGRESS,
AS TESTIMONY FOR THE HEARING RECORD BEFORE HOUSE EDUCATION
AND LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCA-
TIONAL EDUCATION DURING DELIBERATIONS RELATING TO THE
REAUTHORIZATION OF THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT.

DATE PREPARED: MARCH 16, 1981

Funding ts, our District under the
provisions of the Vocational Education Act has in-creased very modestly over the eight year period from 1972 to 1980. The actual dollatincrease has been $44,000 (from 270,000 to 314,000). This represents an overall 16.3%increase or 2.03% per yearA,During the

same period cost of operation for the Distris,t
has increased by 78.14 pr 9.76 yearly. It is evident that the ability to support, 14-expand and/or improve our vocational prOgrems

through the use of these Vocational
Education Act funds has been significantly reduced even as student enrollment in theseareas have increased. (To have maintained our position relative to 1972, the VEAallocated funds for 1980 would have had to be near $481,000.) This apparent $166,000

g
y college district's vocational administrators

shortfall has had e' dramatic effect
ability to support our vocational. pro-grams. Discussions with other commun

in our area indicate very similar historical funding patterns.

Concurrent with these rIlative fiscal reductions we in the community college sector
are faced with the necessity of maintaining "state of the art" technical programs in
occupational areas in which equipment and

processes becomd obsolete within exceedingly
short periods. A significant local industry demand is placed upon our campuses to
train, upgrade,, and retrain personnel in

electronics, data processing, and ;he healthfields. Each of these areas has in the last eight years demonstrated technologic,
develoPMent which severely strains our ability to maintain programs at an equipment
level which is close to the employment

environment our students face upon program com-pletion. Tax reforms in the state have also had a tremendously limiting effect upon
our ability to initiate or revise an "equipment or personnel intensive" vocational
program. The necessity for continued and increased

"real dollar" assistance to theseprograms is to vocational educators real and dramatic. .

Of significant administrative
concern over these same years has been an ever !magas-ing "reporting funitioe required under

provisions of the VEA act and other vocational
related regulations. The "reporting" requirements in 1972 were essentially diretted
to fiscal accountability and demonstration of

maintenance and expansion Pt effort.The required report preparation
was consistent and compatible with our existing records

,and fiscal accounting systems. The cost of preparing these reports could be described ,
as modest and certainly the time, effort, and

personnel committed, in our distsict, did
not exceed $17,000 or-6% of the allocated'VEA funds. Recently,.the increased complexityof the student and faculty characteristics

profile reporting requirement has addedsignificantly to thd effort required for compliance. Major adaptations and redesign of

47
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registration procedures,41aLroom reporting mechanics and data processing designs

have been required. Increased data collection, processing, and storage has been

necessary. The direct cost of VEA reporting for purposes of accountability probably
now exceeds $45,000 or 14% of the allocated funds.

Compliance with the new reporting requirements of the Vocational Educapion Data
System mandated by PL 94-482 and developed by N.C.E.S. will produce a dramatic in-

crease in the local, state and national cost of vocational education reporting.
The specificity of the data requested and the imposition of student and employee
follow -up proceures will locally require major changes in registration and program
operation, as well as, the developmeat of entirely new follow-up procedures. The

net result could be an increase in reporting costs locally which may reach $30,000

and bring our administrative burden for all VEDS and VEA related reporting activities
to $75,000 or 24% of our allocated funds. It has been estimated that VEDS will impose

$5,000,000 of additional costs upon the responsible schools and agencies in California.

Vocational Educators have repeatedly expressed the following reservations and concerns
in respect to the Vocational Education Data System (V.E.D.S.):

1. VEDS will not answer the basic questions asked by Congress in regard to.Vocational

Education.

2. The specificity required by VEDS is greater than can be utilized on an aggregated

national level.

3. The validity of the results are questionable when aggregated at the national level

as required by VEDS.

The aggregated results will be clearly subject to misinterpretation.

5. The cost imposed is excessive at tile local and state levels. 4

Although the VEDS student enrollment report may eventually be perfected to provide NCES
with reasonably accurate information on student enrollments, its usefulness will have
serious limitations, due to data' ollecting problems at the local level. The usefulness

of the VEDS student enrollment data diminishes, the farthei it is removed from the lotal

district sites. The quality of spate and federal level data is dependent on the quality

of the initial data collected at the local level.

The Employer and Student Follow-up VEDS reports will not, in our opinion, accurately,

or effectively, report representative data on community colleges. This portion of the

VEDS system presents biased, skewed, and potentially misleading data and4p not a

reliable basis for planning. Periodl't regional studies of program effectiveness and

formal as§essment of this effectiveness by polling of local advisory committees,
industrial and commerclal agencies, add other community agencies would produce more

reliable and valuable assessments. The National Policy committee for VEDS has unani-

mously rectimmended that NCES abandon the proposed employer follow-up systemsubstituting
if necessary, feedback information from employers by way of program advisory committees.

NCES to date has made no chqnge.
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It is clear and desirable that fiscal

accountability and compliance documentation mustbe maintained. It is our (pinion, that if:

a) funding levels had been maintained near the real dollar values of 1972,

b) reporting requirements for.vocatiodal
education from all federal and state

'Agencies were requested in similar formats and utilized common data,

c) the reporting requirements under the Vocational
Education Data Sy'stem (VEDS)were not imposed

the ability of the institution to
support and improve its vocational programs wouldIsit be increased even ifthe allocation totals were modestly reduced.

The reauthorization of the
Vocational Education,Act currently under way is being,critically watched. If the result is the strict adherence to VEDS reporting require-ment or the imposition of any similar

complex system, without major increases in fund-ing levels, the educational sector's
ability to serve industry through effective

vocational education will surely be adversely affected. It is our opinion that thegoals and objectives of the Vocational
Education Act and the necessary compliance andaccountability documentations could be best accomplished by eliminating all provi-sions of V.E.D.S. and returning to the reporting procedures previously in place.
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EVERGREEN VALLEY, COLLEGE

CONCERNS REGARDING THE'

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION DATA SYSTEM REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Our community college serves hundreds otvocationdg students annually.

The VEDS reports are extremely complex: There is literally no way in

which VEDS reports, as presently constituted, can be completed withOut
extensive data processing assistance. The data processing programs

whiche4Reed do not exist. Thy will have to be.tonceptualized, writ-
ten'anb plillot tested before they can be used. The process will take,
several months. In the meanti444 we are required to provide data which we

connot yet obtain. We are being asked to identify; follow-up ana report
on 16 different categories of Students - -a monumental task. We are being

asked to provide wage and salary information, by instructional program,

within a standard occupational classification, subjeqtively. This wocess

is both redundant and meaningless. a
ea N.

An employer follow-up of former students is also required. From experience

With similar prior projects, both former students and current employers
strongly resist giving out this type of informations. Both groups are con-

cerned with and support the right of the employee to confidentiality.

These brief comments are intended to convey that Op VEDS data requirements,
which might be considered desirable information, are almost literally impos-

-. sible lo obtain. The VEDS reporting requirements and data'collettion'instru-
ments concomitantly required are poorly conceived and improperly designed.

We urge that the VEDS requirements be,drastically modified, to meet the con-
cerns outlined above.,

GSO/gia
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The Honorable Carl, Perkins
Chairman .

Committee on Education and Libor
U.S: House of Representatives

'Washington, D.C. '20515.

Dear Mr. Chairmarc

Enclosed is a positionNSI the Council of Chief State School Officers'
Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems concerning the
mandated Vocational Education Data System. We would appreciiite the
inclusion of thisstatement in the formal hearing record on the
reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.

As you are aware, ttie Chief State School facers Mlle complied with
the legislative provisions of this mandat even thougliwe had serious
concerns over the size and accuracy of e propoied system from its
early design. We have consistently requesied changes and improvements
in the system but feel that legislative reqdirements preclude the
possiblity of immediate relief unless.recommendations included in our
statement are serispsly consideeed. Concern over this issue should not
be construed, however, as a lack of willingness to be accountable for
federal monies. We do support an acceptable Vocational Education Data .
System and stand ready to assist in the redeiigit of a system that wilt
yield valid, usable data. The Council appreciates your consideration of
thosconcerns and wish to convey a continuing admiration and support
for your tireless ancreffective leadership in the cause o public education.

1
merely

ican P. Pierce ''
Executive Director

. WFP/gjs

COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE 50H001. OFFICERS
379 1141 of the 51.0es, 400 Norlh Cdpolol Slreet, N W , Washingtal, DC 20001 2041624-7702
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STATEMENT OF THE
COMMITTEE ON EVALUATION AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS

OF THE
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

(CC9S0)
A

Public Law 94-482 specified that a Vocational Education Data System (VEDS)
be developed ?Or the basic purpose of compiling descriptive statistical data on
vocational education programs being operated Ahroughout the nation. The
ratioNale of developing a gonmon reporting structure serving multiple
agencies represent a catept that the Council of Chief State School
Officers (CCSSO) nclorsed and supported. As U.S.O.E. and N.C.E.S. began to
define the param ters of the system based on legislative language and history,

became apps that significant problems with burden, cost of
\--hnplementation and state capacity to report were arising that would be

difficult to address. During the past several years, extended deliberations and
dialogue with N.C.E.S. have been maintained but sufficient resolution of the
technical and administrative shortcomings of the proposed VEDS never
reached the point, that the states could recommend the system. Recognizing
the expressed needs of Congress and the legal implications of the legislation,
state and local agencies have expendedvast fiscal and human resources for the
purpose of complying with VEDS reporting requirements, and in many
instances, have been unsuccessful in doing so. The severe fiscal constraints
and increasing databurdens facing states at the present time should,
hopefully, prompt some redirection in the reporting and accountability
mandates placed on the states in the current legislation.

Two years ago the Council of Chief State School Officers' Committee on
Evaluation slid Information Systems (CEIS) developeta position paper which
laid out, in detgil the many concerns states had with respect to the VEDS
reporting requirement. Some of those concerns have been able to be
accomodated by LACES, and some have not. In some instances, modifications
made in VEDS still do not correct the faulty premises upon which VEDS is
based. Several of the major concerns with the VEDS legislative mandates are
expressed below along with specific detail to relate policy to practice. Where
possible, there are specific corpses of action recommended to address stated
concerns and we respectfully request that they bq considered in a review of
the legislation and resulting system.

Public Law 94-482 was drafted in such a' manner as to provide funds for
specific purposes' that, in many cases, established neW directions for
vocational education programs. The developers of VEDS attempted to
take old methodologies and procedures for compiling vocational ,
education data (i.e. reporting studeneenrollment at a 6 digit level of
detail) and make modifications to assess new program directiohs. As
such, VEDS4ust "rt on" additional requirements to an already
cumbersdme reporting process.

52
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The most significant example o(this practi& is the adherence to ther eporting of uhdupliCated enrollments in all parts of the system. NCEShas insisted that all enrollments be reported at very specific levels ofdetail (6 digit USOE program codes) witino student reported in morethan one programt When prOlrams are described in very finite terms,the descriptions approach those of courses that comprise program andthe states and local educatimagencies have difficulties in accuratelydettmining appropriate'''program" classifications. This phenomenon isparticularly true at the secondary level.

It is suggested that consideration be given to reporting some enrollmentdata in an unduplicated manner at a general level of program detail(e.g. seven or eight major program areas) and to reporting some of theenrollment data in a duplicated manner if more finite taxonomic detailis required.

IL -Serious questions have been raised about the viability of student - -placement as an indicator of the effectiveness of vocational educationprograms. There is considerable concern over the use of this
single-facted measurement to evaluate programs. The VEDS legislationcontinues, and enlarges, the reliance upon follow up statistical
compilations both student and employer. The utility of follow up dateat the state and local education agency level is far less than theemphasis that is placed on its collection at the federal level.

.
,..Time has shown that most follow up studies hdve significant

nonrespondent biases and the data have limited utility. These types of
iidata arrays should be deemph ized at the 'federal level and,kmoreimportantly, charged in period isty. All current VEDS reportingrequirements are annual. Why? Student follow up would be just asuseful if it were collected every three years and employer follow updata coulcIpossibly be collected using sampling. In short, alternativemethodologies, other than ann*I universe collections, should beconsidered for some of the, fe&ral vocational education information.

requirements.
t.

. .IIL Congress' intent to analyze manpower supply and demand has not beenas successful as anticipated. No group or agency has been successful,to our knowledge, in developing a "system",that accurately relatesthese pieces of information and provide accurate measures of theoccupational areas for which vocational education should providetraining. Current VEDS reqiiirements mandate4nalyses of follow up' data according to Standardized
Occupational Classifications ( C's)which requite a unit record (individual student) data base of enormouscomplexity.
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The attendant inaccuracies of follow up data and 'matching jobs to
instructional programs make the whole data base questiotiablifor use
at any level of government. The desired supply-demand analysis should
'Rot be driven by such inaccurate unidtmensional measure We
respectfully suggest that these analyses and reporting requirements be
removed from legislated mandates.

IV. Most categoridal programs operated federal agencies are guided bil a
hierarchical principle with respect to i formation collection and use.'
Local education agencies need more detailed basis of information than
state education agencies; state education agencies need more detailed
bases of information than federal agencies. The level Of detail required
in the P.L.94-482 legislation (as embodied in VEDS) fa s that
required by most state agencies and in some instances, I al agencies.
This situation islhe inverse of generally accepteddata cO, ection
principles and the degree of utility these large data sets have at the
federal level is questionable in comparison to cost and implosition of

. ,

so

,
.acquiring them.

In addition, the legislated VED reporting requirements mandate that ..
vocattnaI educators collect and report data that are in some cases
inappropriate or unobtainable within the content of the vocational
education program. In many states vocationaMucators do not have
access to information on students handicapping conditions, language
proficiencies-or economic or educ4ional disadvantages. Also many
states do not maintain separate frsdal accounting structures for
vocational education.

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the Office of
Vocational and Adult Education (OVAE) and the Office for Civil Rights
(OCR) have attempted to "systematize'" Congress' initiative to monitor
access to programs by partially using VEDS as a 'vehicle for the data
collection efforts. While the consolidation of reporting activities is
usually a laudable concept, the reporting of race /ethnic data and
special needs data (i.e. disadvantaged, handicapped, limited English
proficiency) haye become annual reporting requirements in VEDS at the
most specific level of detail.

In the instance of race/ethnic data, this mandate should.be left with
OCR and collected on a periodic basis, as deemed necessary'to meet
Congressional intent. It is anticipated that the lever:of detail foi this

, data collection would be gregly reduced and still provide usable "first
cut" information for OCR purposes.

4,
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The collection of special needs data shouldbe assigned to other units within
the Department of Educition having responsibility for the service being
provided. That is, the Office of Special Education should have the

rc responsibility for determining the number of handidapped students being
1/- served in vocational education, the agency reaponlible for monitoring Chapter' 4, I (of the Consolidation Act) should have responsibility for determining the

number of disadvantaged students served, and data on limited English, preficiency students collected in a like manner. The key issue is that
$ vocational education services to these students are secondary to the servicesprovided to add s a special education need, and typically information aboutthe special need sides with those responsible for meeting those needs.

-...
The Intent of the enactment of the Vocational Education Data System was toconsolidate reporting requirements and reduce reporting burden by developing
a "single data base" which could be accessed by many users. That data base,
however, encompasses certain types of information not germane or obtainable
by vocational educators. As ?result, state local\education agencies, arerequired to collect anclmaintain some types of data in a vocational education
context as well as a special needs program context. Nowhere is this problem
erracerbated more than in the area of fiscal accountability. State and local
agencies, as a rule, do not maintain separate fiscal accountability systems for

'rational education. However, the federal fiscal reporting requirement for
ocational education requires the establishment of data sets that are in excess

9f those needed to be maintained for other federal fiscal reports. There is
. little evidence at the federal level that fiscal'accountabilitY for vocational
aducatioaehould be expanded from that required by other federal programs.i . .

/In future legislation,Gvocational education reporting mandates should be
Icoordinated with other federal reporting mandates to insure that, where
possible, data are generated by the most appropriate sources.

Mb.
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Severe definitional and infomation management problems have resulted
from the continuances of data collection strategies that prevailed prior
to the enactment of P.L. 94-482 plus additions needed to address the
new directions set forth in that law. Some states are operating three
separate data collection systems to comply with all VEDS reporting
requirements (Secondary, Adult, Postsecondary) due to the fact that the
delineation of the types of agencies offering vocational programs has
become too prescriptive; In addition, VEDS has attempted to address
the general statistical requirements of the program units within the
Department of Education and the compliance information requirements
of units within and outside the Department. This "Single, Central Data
Base".g poaclacto data collection is not, in this case, easily facilitated
by state and local education agencies. Program assessments and
compliance issues-are, at times, at cross purposes and common data
sets are not realistic. P.L. 94-482 currently requires the compilation of
huge data sets for annual state plan and accountability report updates-
in addition to the massive volume of data required in VEDS. if the
state plans and accountability reports are tb be retained 111-future=---
legislation, states should be excused from comparable data reporting
requirements.% other sections of the legislation. Where data sets can
be used for a variety of purposes, the data should be collected one time
and disseminated internally as appropriate. New legislation should
endorse these concepts in spirit and practice.

VI. Congress should give due consideration to using fewer, more accurate
benchmark statistics for the oversight of vocational programs. The
legislation should coordinate reporting requirements with the
programmatic issues addressed by the act, even if it is at the expiise
of curtailing traditional data collection activities.

In summary, many states will expend more dollars per participant for theme
collection and dissemination of information in vocational education programs
than for any other federally subsidized educational program. This expenditure
is not consonant with the very small percentage of the total cost of vocational
programs supported by federal monies. States are willing and expect to be
held accountable for the use of federal revenues, as they are held accountable
for state revenues, but the accountability must be held in proportion to the
magnitude of federal support.

v0
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r-- Congressman Perkins:

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges and my c olleaguesin lifornia appreciate the opportunity to further clarify our position
gatding /he Vocational Education Data SystemIVEDI). In the testimony on

December 10, 1981, I stated that:

*The Vocational Education Data System does not provide meaningful
or useful, data at the local, state, or national levels."

This statement has been generated based on experiences which were re rtFd
in the presentations of Dr. James Harris and Dr. Donald J. Senese at the;
hearing and have also been experienced in California. Just to reinforce
some of the concerns, it should be noted:

Federal data has been aggregated. When- you get reports on place-
ments, leavers, and completers for an auto program you are gptting.
data on the secondary and the postsecondary program. 'It is neither
conclusive or valid to compare programs which may be two years in
length with courses which are 18 weeks in length or to comp* people
of different ages.

Potential returns on the Survey Group. In the secondary pro6-ams,
students tend to stay close 0 home for the first year after gradu-
a/ion, allowing for a potential Of 30-40 percent return. That fs
acceptable'but not outstanding. In the postsecondary system, the
population 'is very mobil making the survey return average about 12%.
No one can draw real conclusions from that size return.

Reporting the Data Back. I have been in education for twenty one
years. During that period of time I have yet to see any data reported
by one of the districts I have worked for returned to the districts
for management use. This data disappears into the woodwork. When
we collect data at the local level, that information is given back .
to the colleges in its reporte4 form so the management team can
evaluate it and make changes.
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Repetition of the Data Requests. The Federal Government has one set
of requirements for reporting on programs for vocational education and
another set for the Office of CivihRights, etc. It is difficult,
time consuming, and non-productive to collect the data, particularly

when the requests all come in at different times.

Employer Information is Useless. Taking into account the current
requirement has been suspended, 'hat requirement was a voluntary one
on the part of the student. At.least in ourdistrict-,,less than 5%
of the students chose to volunteer employer information and less than
12% of the employers from that 5% reported any data. I contend that
this was typical of the data in California, and from a research stand-
point in making inferences, assumptions a conclusions, it is useless.

You have asked if the Americh Association of Community and Junior Colleges
would recommend repeal of the VEDS requirements, or if a simpler way exists
for gathering more usefill data.

Both the National Association and the California Community Colleges would rec-
ommend that the following principles guide any implementation of Federal data_gathering efforts which are mandated by legislation:

A direct quote from the adopted egislative position of the Califor-

nia Community and Junior College Association on Federal Vocational
Education states:,

J

"9. Develops and Implements Reasonable and Meaningful Accountability
Requirements: While accountability is an important and reasonable
requirement of Federal funding, the prbcess should contribute only
necessary and useful data which will assist local, state, and federal
agencies with information for the improvement of vocational *grams."
Such processes must be at a reasonable cost to local agencies or
supported through the funding source."

Taking this policy recommendation into account, the California Colleges
and I presume AACJC would endorsethe'recommendations which were
placed into testimony by the American Vocational Association which

include:

A data use plan should be developed at the Federal level. This
plan should identify the goals and/or objectives where achievement
will be measured, how achievement will be measured, and the data
necessary for,measurement. (We would amend this to assure state
and local acceptance of that plan and limit the plan only to the
necessary data, i.e., are students placed in an area whey they are
trained and are employers satisfied with the training.) ,

Only data that are needed for national deciSion-making will be colr
lected in the basic data system at the federal level.

Every data item in the system should be operatidifally defined.
For example, a disadvantaged student is operationally defined as
a student who qualifies for financial aid under an economic need

program. (We would recommend that tfiese operational definitions
be limited in scope to areas which can realistically be collected.)

Federal reporting systems concerning occupational training activ-
ities should be consolidated andblimited to essential and necess-

ary data. At a minimum, federal requirements for data should be
definitionally consistent across the various federal reporting

:systems.
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There should be funding specified for data system1.

,States shbuld have the responsibility
for collecting data, from

local agencies and institutions
and reporting to the Federal Gov-ernment.

Sampling or special studies should be used for other speCial data
needs not covered in the baic data system. (California would
amend this recommendation to include that sampling be used for the.
basic system requirements where it is more feasible and will
maintain validity and reliability of the data.)

In addition, the association
recoamerdatiots would include:,

Employer satisfaction requirements should not be apart of the
_basic data requirements and should be a defensible system devel-
oped by the state and established in

the state plan for vocational
education with evaluated conclusions

or information reported tothe state the federal government.'

Any data which is reported to the State or Federal Government in
tompliance with legislatism should be reported back ,Xo

'agencies to be used for management purposes.

Each state in its state plan should
develop a comprehensive account-

ability system including evaluation
of the program and each state

would be approved by criteria established by the Federal Government.
Basic responsibility for

accountability and implementation of
such a plan would remain with the state.

This is along way to reply to the
initial policy statement which the CCJCAcondensedto one paragraph; however, I hope this extended response will showthat AVA and AACJC are basically in accoOd

and working together on the issueof accountability.

kh

cc: See Distribution List

Sincerely yours,

.1".% _1 /.11;';

Donald F. Averill, yice Chancellor

Educational Planning and Vocational Educatio*

.
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Dick Wilson - AACJG
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. Bob Price - Saddleback College . .
Dr,. Norm Watson - Chancellor, CCCD
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January 22, 1982
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The Elondrable Carl Perkins
U S. House of Representatives
2528 Rayburn Building
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Perkins:
/

,
Thank you for your letter dated December 28, 1981. I would be

most pleased to answer your question which was:

"(Does) the American Vocational Association feel that Congress
should repeal the requirement forVEDS, or whether Congress
should find a way to cut down on the data collection and make

it more meaningful?"

The American Vocational Association recommends the latter al-

ternative. Congress should require states to submit a limited data

base for program planning, monitoringi and evaluation.

This data base should cover programs which are under the jur-
isdiction of the State Plan for Vocational Education. It should

contain information or the enrollment's in all programs. -'The programs

should be classified into two types: those which are designed to im-

part entry-level stills and those which are not designed to impart

entry level skills. Data about both types of programs should be re-

ported at a two-digit level. Furthermore, enrollments should be

categorized by program, and sex. The categories of handicapped and

disadvantaged should be eliminated.

Data about numbers of completers should be obtained from all
programs and should be categorized-by program, and sex. The employer

follow-up should be eliminated. Follow-up data on completers should

be obtained from states on a sample basis once every three years. To

supplement-this_sample_data,.a national longitudinal study of secon-

dary and postsecondary completers should be conducted. This study

Meenter Amnoes.

Colorado Employment and
TWIN Couex4

Censem of Commerce
and Oeyekeenent

Cemeon or Etnploymem
and Etareng

Dm.,. a Occupacorul
Educate.

Donor of Vocaocnal
Rellatolotaeon

would focus upon:

1. The completerstenhanced satisfaction with their occupational

choice;
;. The completers' increased occupational knowledge and skills;

3. The placement of completers' in employment; and
4.- The potential utility of the completers' skills in the work-

place. °



The duplication in accounting procedures At,
currently exists

between VEDS and CAPA. (section 406-A) should be eliminated. Insti-
tution specific accounting data should be acquired through a special
study.

We feel that this scaled-down version of NEDS will strentfien'
and improve the reporting system. It will help to make the data
more accurate, meaningful, and useful for decision making purposes.

Thank you for allowing us to testify and thank you for the
friendly, yet effective way you conducted the hearings. I, person-
ally, value the experience and look Vrward-to a good vocational bill
developed by the subcommittee under your leadership.

Sincerely.)

aria-
James L. Harris
61irector

JH/eb
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The Honorable Gerry E. Studd;
- 1501 Longworth House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

gear Representative Studds:

The existing.Vocational Education Data System (VEDS reporting requirements are
extremely costly, time consuming and complicated. Co pliance with these requests--------
is especially cumbersome at the community college level here students often do not
declare majors until at or near the time of graduation, d non-attendance for one
or more semesters does not necessarily imply that en merit has ceased.

As the Federal Vocational Education Act (Public La ) is currently undergoing
reauthorization hearings and VEDS requirements we e pro ulgated a result of the
present legislation, reauthorization should simultaneously addr ning these data

requests.

No additional funds were made ailfillable to develop data systems to support VEDS
requirements. Although efforts have been made to increase the interfacing of VEDS,

HEG1S, VA, and OCR reports, one survey should be developed and implemented at
the federal level to collect all required information simultaneously.

in the interest of both more accurate reporting and mdre efficient date collection, the
"following wefts of the present system need changing:

Although the state to federal expendajure ratio is in the order of 10 to 1
(not I to.1) we are asked to report on all programs. Detailed reporting
requirements already exist for tracking enrollees in federally funded pro-
grams and should suffice.

Individual courses may serve as requirements or electives for a number
of different programs. As most students do not declare a major until
well into their acader4e careers, course.data would be much more reliable
than educated guessed at their appropriate six-digit program claSsification

now required.

Some students do not, or are most unwilling to, identify themselves by
ethnic, linguistic. ,handicapped, academic or economic disadvantaged labels,
resulting-in target populations actually served greatly exceeds repeated

figures.
o

August 26, 1981

Tetzpoomt 362.2131
362 2132
362.2133
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Reporting requirements for students in non-degree granting programsof fewer than 60 credit hours are often as great as those for associatedegree students.'

The student tracking problem is greatly increased by transfer-in andtransfer-out students'. A simple method is needed for dealing with this.
As poatsecondary populations are extremely mobile, student follow-upactivities when reported by detailed program area will not yield a responserate sufficient to draw statistically valid conclusions.

We support full accountability for federal program Monies, but the VEDS require-ments go beyond such accountability. The small federal contribution has been help-ful to start new programs and deal with emerging technolkies, but we have adesperate need r efficiency and economy of reporting. ..

.
,our consi ation of tifese serious concerns will be greatly appreciated at Cape Codun College....--..-4,

Co/lially ,

6-7,:lia434fetel.
President_
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